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R.H.S. CLASSIFICATION OF DAFFODILS 

(i) "Coloured's means yellow or some colour other than white. 
(ii) "VVhite" means white or whitish, 

(iii) The length of a Perianth segment is the extreme length measured on the inside from its 
junction with the Corona along the midrib to the extreme tip, and the length of the Corona 
is the extreme length measured from its junction with the Perianth to the end of its farthest 
extension when the edge is flattened out. 

Division I 

TRUMPET NARCISSI OF GARDEN ORIGIN 

Distinguishing characters: One flower to a stem; Trumpet or Corona as long as, or longer 
than the Perianth segments. 

(a) Perianth coloured; corona coloured, not paler than the Perianth, 
.(b) Perianth white; Corona coloured. 
(c) Perianth white; Corona white, not paler than the Perianth. 
(d) Any colour combination not falling into (a), (b) or (c). 

Division II 

LARGE-CUPPED NARCISSI OF GARDEN ORIGIN 

Distinguishing characters: One flower to a stern; Cup or Corona more than one-third, but 
less than equal to the length of the Perianth segments. 

(a) Perianth coloured; Corona coloured, not paler than the Perianth_ 
(b) Perianth white; Corona coloured, 
(c) Perianth white; Corona white, riot paler than the Perianth. 
(d) Any colour combination not falling into (a), {b) or (c). 

Division III 
SMALL-CUPPED NARCISSI OF GARDEN ORIGIN 

Distinguishing characters: One flower to a stem; Cup or Corona not more than one-third 
the length of the Perianth segments, 

(a) Perianth coloured; Corona coloured, not paler than the Perianth. 
Perianth white; CorDna coloured. 

(c) Perianth white; Corona white, not paler than the Perianth. 
(d) Any colour combination not failing into (a), (b) or (c). 

Division IV 

DOUBLE NARCISSI OF GARDEN ORIGIN 

Distinguishing character: Double flowers. 

Division V 
TR1ANDRUS NARCISSI OF GARDEN ORIGIN 

Distinguishing characters: Characteristics of Narcissi triandrus clearly evident_ 
(a) Cup of Corona not less than two-thirds the length of the Perianth segments. 
(b) Cup of Corona less than two-thirds the length of the Perianth segments. 

Division VI 
CYCLAMINEUS NARCISSI OF GARDEN ORIGIN 

Distinguishing characters: Characteristics of Narcissus cyclamineus clearly evident. 
(a) Cup or Corona not less than two-thirds the length of the Perianth segments. 
(b) Cup or Corona less than two-thirds the length of the Perianth segments_ 

Division VII 
JONQUILLA NARCISSI OF GARDEN ORIGIN 

Distinguishing characters: Characteristics of any of the Narcissus Jonquilla group clearly 
evident. 

(a) Cup or Corona not less than two-thirds the length of the Perianth segments. 
(b) Cup or Corona less than two-thirds the length of the Perianth segment_ 

Division VIII 

TAZETTA NARCISSI OF GARDEN ORIGIN 

Distinguishing characters: Characteristics of any of the Narcissus Tazetta group dearly 
evident. 

Division IX 
POETICUS NARCISSI OF GARDEN ORIGIN 

Distinguishing characters: Characteristics of the Narcissus Poeticus group without ad-
mixture of any other. 

Division X 
SPECIES AND WILD FORMS AND HYBRIDS 

All species and wild, or reputedly wild, forms and hybrids 

Division XI 

MISCELLANEOUS NARCISSI 

All Narcissi not falling into any of die foregoing Divisions 



MARDEN, KENT. 

January, 1964 

No two daffodil seasons are alike, but that of 1963 was more unlike others 
than any that I can remember ; very backward and perplexing. However in 
retrospect one usually finds that the season has not been so grievous as was 
anticipated. 

The harvest was delayed as foliage kept green far longer than usual and 
exceptionally fine bulbs developed. If we get reasonably good weather this 
April we should see wonderful flowers. 

The most exciting new seedlings selected last year came from four crossings 
of which Easter Moon was the seed parent viz. ; E. M. x Castle of May, E. M. x 
Glendermott, E. M. x Passionale and E. M. x Shantallow. Mr. Guy Wilson told 
me a few years ago how valuable Easter Moon would be for breeders and how 
right he was ! 

I should be delighted to welcome any daffodil enthusiast to look at the 
new seedlings this coming season. 

TERMS 
This catalogue cancels all previous issues. 

* Ail bulbs are offered subject to a satisfactory crop, and to being unsold on 
receipt of order. No complaints as to quality of bulbs, health, size or numbers, 
etc., .will be entertained unless made immediately on receipt of bulbs. We 
guarantee varieties true to name. 

* All orders should be prepaid or net cash within 60 days from date of invoice; 
one half per cent per month charged on overdue accounts. Not less than six 
bulbs sold at dozen price. 

* DUTY, CARRIAGE AND PACKING FREE FOR ALL OVERSEAS 
ORDERS OVER 510.00 AND OVER a IN THE BRITISH ISLES, 
OTHERWISE CHARGED AT COST. 

All orders will be executed in strict rotation. 

* New customers are requested to send cash with order or satisfactory references. 

All U.S.A. and CANADIAN accounts must be paid in dollars. 

* The best method of remitting payment is by personal dollar cheque or by 
Banker's draft. 

* WE TAKE CARE OF ALL DOCUMENTS REQUIRED, SUCH AS 
PERMITS, INSPECTION AND HEALTH CERTIFICATES, etc. 

* Orders cannot be cancelled except by mutual consent. 

* Orders should be sent in as early as possible, please. 

Telegrams: Guy Wilson, Marden. 	 Telephone: Marden 235. 

Do take full advantage of our treated and carefully handled bulbs, so unpack 
and open the bags immediately on arrival. Bulbs should be stored in a coo! place 
if you cannot plant them as soon as you receive them. 

Result of the R.H.S. Daffodil ballot 1963, for the best Exhibition Flowers 

1. Empress of Ireland 
2. Kingscourt 
3. Tudor Minstrel 
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NEW VARIETIES FOR 1964 
Note: The figures following the names of varieties denote approximately 

the relative times of flowering: No. 1 being first early and No. 6 the very latest. 

Abbreviations: 

R.H.S.—Royal Horticultural Society (t. Britain). 

F.C.C. First Class Certificate. 

A.M.— Award of Merit. 

P.C.-- Preliminary Commendation. 

Wisley Trials. Trials conducted by the Royal Horticultural Society in their 

gardens at Sisley to test the suitability of varieties for garden decoration. 

DESDEMONA. Div. IIC. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Might be described as an im-
proved Ave.. The fine perianth stands at right angles to the grand white crown, 
of almost trumpet length, which is slightly flared at the mouth. The flowers have 
a satin smooth texture and are nicely posed on tall strong stems with good 
upright foliage. Good doer and fine show flower. 	Each, ES. Each, $14.00 

IRISH RHAPSODY. Div. IC. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). An early flower of splendid 
quality and finish, which the late Mr. Wilson marked with four stars in the seed-
ling book. It is so ideally modelled and perfectly proportioned, with its broad 
flat clean cut perianth and beautifully flanged smooth trumpet of uniform pure 
white throughout that one could scarcely devise better. A most telling show 
flower with a good stem and neck. 	 Each, 418. Each 550.00 

ELLERY. Div. HA. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A large distinct flower of the highest 
quality and deepest colour having a broad fiat yellow perianth and well pro-
portioned vase shaped cup of good bright orange-scarlet colour solid to the base. 
A fine healthy vigorous plant with a notably bold flower. 

Each £12 10s. Each $35.00 

PONDEROSA. Div. IA. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). A magnificent flower of gorgeous 
rich deep clear gold that combines refinement of quality with colour, a very large 
flower of faultless form, with a very broad flat circular perianth and the trumpet 
beautifully finished with an evenly flanged mouth. it has excellent substance, and 
extraordinary lasting power; is short-necked and stands well above the dark green 
foliage which makes it both an excellent garden and show flower. 

Each, 420. Each, 356.00 

SIRELLA, Div. IHB. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A most dainty and charming flower 
with broad snow-white rounded perianth and perfectly proportioned dense 
scarlet crown. Very vigorous and free blooming standing well above its foliage. 
An outstanding show flower. 	 Each, £8. Each, $22.40 
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NEW INTRODUCTIONS OF 1963 
ANGEL. Div. IIIC. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Upon seeing the angelic flowers 
produced from the first bulb, the late Guy Wilson was so impressed, that there 
and then he gave it the name "Angel." This lovely large pure ice-white IIIC has a 
most exciting cup, starting white then shading from pale to deep green in the base 
of the eye. This very large flower which measures 4-5 inches in diameter, is of 
quite faultless form and quality, with the perianth reflexed just enough to suggest 
wings. A superb show flower, vigorous plant with a fine tall stem. 

Each, 423. Each, $64.00 

BORDER LEGEND. Div. HA. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). An enormous spectacular 
flower. The large round perianth measures fully 5-6 inches across and the segments 
are proportionally broad, smooth and of a clear deep yellow; the large expanded 
cup, nicely frilled, is of a bright orange-red; magnificent colouring. This massive 
flower stands 24 inches high, bold, upright, beautifully posed on its short stiff 
neck well above its blue-green foliage and is without doubt, a flower with a great 
future. Sun-proof and very durable. 	 Each, £10. Each, $28.00 

FOAMING SEAS. Div. IC. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from two seedlings, this 
flower is of superlative quality, faultless texture and proportion; the perfectly 
flat regular perianth with a nicely balanced flanged trumpet, makes this a very 
attractive flower of the purest white throughout. Strong stem, short neck and 
fine habit. 	 Each, £6. Each, $16.80 

GEISHA. Div. IIB. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from a long line of pinks, the long 
and pointed pure white perianth suggests a somewhat starry appearance; the 

inch length cup is of solid rosy pink to the base and has great lasting qualities. 
This is a breeder's flower as it has proved its potentialities as a pollen parent with 
us; the first of its seedlings to flower are some of the finest pinks yet seen. Very 
vigorous, with stem of great strength and good neck. Each, 35/—. Each, $4.90 

MARMOSET. Div. IIB. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Rosario by Roslyn, a 
charming pink with faultlessly smooth, erect, pure white, slightly pointed perianth 
of quality and substance, which stands at right angles to the solid coral pink crown, 
almost of trumpet proportions. Beautifully posed and carried on a strong stiff 
stem which will make this a fine exhibition flower. 	Each, 70/—. Each, $9.80 

SANTA CLAUS. Div. IV. 6 (Guy L.. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1950. A very 
round, fully double flower of the purest white and most perfect symmetry and form. 
The segments of this lovely double poeticus are very flat, broad and overlap almost 
to the top edge so that the flower has the appearance of a beautiful white double 
Camellia. A unique flower-  of great charm and beauty; the 3 inch blooms are 
carried on strong 18 inch stems and are strongly scented with a true poeticus 
perfume. 	 Each, £8. Each, $22.40 

SCHAPIRO. Div. IIA. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A magnificently coloured flower of 
tremendous substance, perfect form and proportions; short necked and beautifully 
posed on a tall stiff stem standing well clear of the foliage which, throughout its 
life, remains bold upright. The large rounded, overlapping perianth of a beautiful 
clear rich gold, with its shortish frilled cup of solid intense orange-red, makes 
this flower one of the best in its class. Very vigorous, fine show flower. 

Each, 413. Each, $36.00 

WINGED VICTORY. Div. VIA. 2 (C. F. Coleman). We are indeed pleased 
to be able to offer this magnificent new Cyclamineus Hybrid raised by Mr. Coleman 
from his well-known Jenny by pollen of Salmon Trout. The form generally, is that 
of an enlarged Jenny retaining, however-, the grace of that flower. It is a most 
striking bicolour, the rich yellow cup is slightly waisted, expanding towards the 
mouth which has a thin edging of cream; the white perianth spreads backwards in 
the typical "Ballet Skirt" pattern of these hybrids. Tall, free flowering and long 
lasting; seeds liberally and is magnificent for show or garden purpose—and pre-
eminent for floral arrangements. Only one or two to go. 

Each, £17. Each, $47.60 
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YELLOW TRUMPETS 
DIVISION IA 

ARCTIC GOLD. 2-3 ( J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., A.M. 1963, as Show flower. 
This superb quality flower is bred from Goldcourt by Kingscourt, the broad over-
lapping deep golden yellow perianth is of smooth waxy texture, and the well-
proportioned trumpet is widely flanged and serrated at the mouth. On the whole 
this flower is of much deeper gold than Goldcourt. 	Each, 7/6. Each, $1,00 

BASTION. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., and Midland Daffodil Society. A 
very late flowering deep self-golden trumpet of fine quality and substance, having 
very broad flat smooth perianth standing at right angles to the rather long 
straight-sided trumpet; short-necked on a very stout but rather short stem. A 
very effective front row flower in an exhibition group of Trumpets; very broad 
foliage and immense bulbs. 

Each, 31.; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, 54.95 

BAWN BOY. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A really magnificent very large self clear golden 
trumpet of the utmost vigour and splendid sturdy upright habit, with short neck, 
strong stem and very broad stiff foliage. Broad flat perianth and bold wide-mouth 
trumpet. 	 Each, 40/—. Each, $5.60 

BEATEN GOLD. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A clear and very brilliant intense golden 
flower of fine substance and decorative form, well posed on a strong and tall stem; 
a lovely and lasting garden plant. 

Each, 2/—; Dozen, 22/—. Each, 28 cents; Dozen, 52.94 

BELTANY. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Kingscourt by Goldcourt. A very late 
flowering, deep solid gold medium sized trumpet, of smart upstanding habit and 
fine smooth quality. Perianth standing at right angles to the well proportioned 
trumpet. Was much admired at the Midland Daffodil Show, where it was shown 
in a winning class under the No. 38/151. 	 Each, 12/6. Each, $1.75 

CLO N M ORE. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., Wisley Trials, 1959. A remarkably 
fine large rich golden trumpet having broad perianth and well flanged and serrated 
trumpet; exceptionally vigorous, free blooming and free of increase. A good 
show flower and glorious garden plant. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33:—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

CROMARTY. 3-4 (Brodie of Brodie). A.M., R.H.S., 1938. A lovely exhibition 
trumpet of faultless form and beautiful quality; broad smooth flat perianth 
standing at right angles to the neatly flanged and serrated trumpet, colour 
deep self gold; very free flowering and splendid sturdy habit; a grand garden and 
pot plant. 	 Each, 2/—; Dozen, 22/—. Each, 28 cents; Dozen, $2.94 

DONORE. 4-5 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Bastion by Goldcourt this is a large 
really late flowering trumpet of dark intense self gold colouring that is most 
striking late in the season. 	 Each, 6/—. Each, 85 cents 

DUNGIVEN. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., A.M., Wisley Trials. Fine large 
tall strong growing upstanding rich clear self-golden trumpet; broad smooth 
pointed flat perianth, standing erect at right angles to the bold, straight sided 
well serrated, trumpet; short neck. 

Each, 2/—; Dozen, 22/—. Each, 28 cents; Dozen, 52.94 

FINE GOLD. 1 (Guy L. Wilson). Magnificent large tall strong-stemmed first 
early deep self-gold trumpet of first-class form, having very broad overlapping 
perianth and fine bold bell-mouthed trumpet. Besides being first rate for 
exhibition, this should, on account of its earliness and fine stem, make a valuable 
market variety. 	 Each, 17/6. Each, $2.45 
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YELLOW ICI TS 
GARRON. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R,H.S,, A.M., VVisley Trials A magnificent 
flower that combines refinement of quality and colour with immense size. Great, 
broad, long-pointed and slightly waved perianth of smoothest velvety texture 
and thick substance, trumpet nicely serrated; colour beautiful deep clear-
primrose or soft full lemon self, Enormously vigorous; a grand garden plant. 

Dozen, 16/—. Dozen, $2.25 

G 0 L DBEATER. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A Maximus seedling. Tall vigorous plant and 
early bloomer. Large flower of fine decorative outiine with gracefully twisted 
perianth and boldly notched bell-mouth trumpet; glorious deep orange-gold 
throughout: a very lasting flower of great substance, grand colour and decorative 
quality. 	 Each, 2)—; Dozen, 22J—. Each, 28 cents; Dozen, 52.94 

GOLDEN COCKEREL 3 U.  L. Richardson). Bred from kilkermy by Goldcourt. 
This is a most beautiful perfectly balanced and proportioned flower of very high 
quality; first-class perianth and not too wide neatly finished trumpet; intense 
deep bright self-gold throughout. Tall stem. 	 Each, 12/6. Each, 51.75 

GOLDEN RIOT. 4-5 (Guy L Wilson). One of a series of fine very late deep 
golden trumpets. Large flower with widespread flat golden perianth, standing 
at right angles to the nicely serrated, not too wide crumpet. Exceptionally free-
flowering, making a great display and very vigorous with sturdy short-necked 
sterns. 	 Each, 3/—: Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

H UNTER'S MOON. 3 (Brodie of Brodie). A.M., 	A.M. Wisley Trials, 
1953. Bred from Brimstone by Moongold. A perfectly lovely trumpet arrayed in 
graded tints of clear shining cool luminous lemon, perhaps most intense at the 
outer edge of the beautifully flanged and serrated trumpet and paler- at the edge 
of the petals. Vigorous free-blooming and extraordinarily durable, it is a sheer 
delight for cutting, a most beautiful ,garden plant and simply exquisite in pots. 

Each, 4/—; Dozen,44/—. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, $6.60 

INVER. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). Yet another of the charming King of the North by 
Content family. Somewhat distinct from its beautiful brethren Moonstruck and 
Spellbinder. It is a medium sized exhibition quality flower of self cool primrose 
colour and velvety texture. 	 Each, 7)6. Each, S1.00 

IRISH LUCK. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A splendid, very large flower, of deep golden 
yellow throughout; of faultless form with very broad well-overlapped thick 
perianth, spreading out at right-angles to the perfectly proportioned neatly 
flanged and serrated trumpet. A very robust plant and fine snow flower, 

Each, 4,/—; Dozen, 44/—. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, $6.60 

KINGSCO U RT. 3-4 0. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1947, Bred from Royolist 
by Crocus. A large flower of faultless form, superb quality and uniform rich deep 
golden colour. Flat velvet smooth perianth of immense breadth and noble 
perfectly balanced bell-mouthed trumpet. Has for a considerable time been rated 
in the R.H.S. Year-Book Ballot as the best exhibition yellow Trumpet. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

LEINSTER. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson), This grand daffodil is one of the best yellow 
trumpets we have introduced. Large flowers of ideal show form and fine substance 
having very broad quite flat perianth standing at right angles to the beautifully 
balanced trumpet which has a well-flanged and frilled mouth; colour a particularly 
pleasing clear deep self lemon; tall vigorous grower; grand in pots. 

Each, 2/—; Dozen; 211, Each, 28 cents; Dozen, $2.94 

LIKOVAN. 2-3 (0. Blanchard). A.M., 	A noble self pure golden flower of 
grand substance, fine size and bold outline, with fine bell-mouthed trumpet, very 
vigorous plant, with large bulb, strong foliage and tall strong stem: a telling show 
flower and will make a magnificent garden plant. 

Each, 3)--; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 
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YELLOW TRUMPETS 

MA H EE. 4-5 (Guy L Wilson). A most valuable addition to late exhibition flowers 
as it comes when most other yellow trumpets are over. A faultless show flower 
after the style of Virtue in form and finish: deep pure self-gold with broad flat 
smooth perianth, standing squarely at right angles to the perfectly proportioned 
neatly flanged and serrated trumpet. Stiff sturdy upright habit; very durable. 

Each, 12/6. Each, $1.75 

MILANION. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. A.M. Wisley Trials, 1956. A 
large flower of very clear self golden yellow; its form and proportion are as near 
perfection of balance and beauty as anything I have yet seen. Large broad rather 
pointed smooth perianth spreading out at right angles to the not too wide but 
most beautifully flanged trumpet; the quality of its fine firm texture is exquisite; 
the flowers are short-necked and carried on tall stems. 

Each, 1/6; Dozen, 16/6. Each, 20 cents; Dozen, $2.20 

MOONGOLD. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A lovely flower of fine quality and substance; 
broad smooth pointed perianth, well balanced trumpet which has a beautifully 
rolled brim. Colour deep soft lemon or sul ph ury gold self; comes very fine in a 
cool greenhouse. 	Each, 2/—; Dozen, 21/—. Each, 28 cents; Dozen, $2.94 

MOONSTRUCK. 1-2 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1951. The largest and 
most robust of the remarkable series of limey lemon trumpets bred from King of 
the North by Content. An immense flower of fine quality, often attaining a 
diameter of 54- to 6 inches. Great broad pointed perianth of pale cool clear 
lemon-primrose, standing at right angles to the noble flanged and serrated trumpet 
which is of similar pale cool tone, but beautifully illuminated by the serrated brim 
being tipped with bright lemon. Flowers perfectly posed with short necks on very 
tall strong stems. 	 Each, 8/—. Each, $1.15 

ROWALLANE. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). The finest deep golden yellow trumpet that 
appeared at "The Knockan"; very late. A perfectly beautiful flower of ideal form 
and proportion, the trumpet is not over wide, but has a beautifully flanged mouth. 
While the perianth is short and stands out at right angles to the trumpet: the 
colour is an absolute self of the very deepest, purest and most intense "Maximus 
Gold." The flowers are well posed on tall stems and the very vigorous upright 
foliage is of a quite remarkable blue-green tone. 	Each, 418. Each, $50.00 

ROYALIST. 3-4 (Lower). Most perfect show flower, faultless in form and 
flawless in its exquisite quality and wonderfully smooth fine texture: colour 
clear yellow; of very great value in breeding. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

SLIEVEBOY. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Royalist by Gold-digger. A large 
clear self yellow trumpet of quite perfect form, balance and superb satin-smooth 
texture. Judged to be the best flower at the R.H.S. London Daffodil Show, April, 
1958. 	 Each, 20/—. Each, $2.80 

SUN DANCE. 1-2 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from the very early trumpet 
Magnificence by Fortune pollen, this should be a useful parent for the production 
of further first early varieties of merit. Most attractive and beautiful large flower 
of clear brilliant Maximus gold throughout, having perianth of good breadth and 
form and a well balanced, not over long, strikingly effective, finely serrated and 
flanged trumpet; very tall, strong stem and much more vigorous habit than 
Magnificence. 	Each, 2/—, Dozen, 22/—. Each, 28 cents; Dozen, 52.94 

ULSTER PRINCE. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., Wisley Trials, 1959. A large rich 
self golden trumpet of first class quality and much substance, broad pointed 
smooth perianth, and well proportioned flanged trumpet; shown in winning 
group of 12 trumpet varieties, R.H.S. Daffodil Show, 1950. Strong stem, short 
neck; remarkably durable flower. Vigorous plant. Each, 6/—. Each, 85 cents 
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BICOLOR TRUMPETS 
DIVISION 113 

BALLYKNOCK. 2-3 (Guy L. Wi!son). Bred from a Guardian seedling by Rashee. 
A charming, very neat, sturdy, well-constructed bicolour trumpet of very good 
substance. With its rather short neck and perfectly flat perianth which reflexes 
slightly as the flower ages. Has a flawless smoothness and is exquisitely fine 
textured with quality throughout. 	 Each, L6. Each, S16.80 

CONTENT_ 2 (P. D. Williams). A.M., R.H.S., 1940. A very large trumpet 
after the build of Beersheba but larger and much taller. Noble perianth built of 
broad long flat petals forming a great double triangle star and graceful rather 
long slender trumpet, It attains its greatest beauty when freshly opened, when 
it is a uniform tone of exquisite soft greenish primrose or pale lemon throughout; 
it gradually passes to a very pale transparent lemonade-white tone all over, 
except the brim of the trumpet which retains a dainty frill of lemon. Very 
vigorous. 	 Each, 3/6; Dozen, 381—. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, 55.50 

FORESIGHT. 1 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. A flower of absolutely first 
class form and quality with broad flat milk-white perianth and perfectly 
proportioned nicely flanged clear lemon trumpet. The stem is on the short side 
out of doors, but as it is one of the very earliest of all flowers to open, and is a 
really splendid forcer, its chief value is for forcing, as it has been found to give a 
prodigious crop of bloom. Vigorous and very rapid increaser. 

Dozen, 16/—. Dozen, 52.25 

INISHKEEN. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). This was raised from Guardian by 
Konchenjunga; a well-built and imposing bicolour trumpet with very broad flat 
pure white overlapping perianth with well contrasted and broadly flanged 
trumpet. Idea! for decorative purposes. 	 Each, 30/—. Each, $4.20 

KARAMUDLI. 3 (D. Blanchard). Bred from Beersheba by Likovan. This is a 
lovely flower of highest exhibition quality with broad clean cut beautifully flat 
erect velvet smooth pure white perianth and well proportioned soft yellow 
trumpet, 	 Each, 8/, Each, 51.10 

KILL N kJ RE. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson), Brilliant flower of fine quality with large 
broad, pure white perianth and bright clear golden trumpet fine sharp colour 
contrast; was particularly admired in the Engleheart Cup Group, 1947. 

Each, 4,.1—. Each, 55 cents 

LAPPO RD. 1-2 (Guy L. Wi)son). A.M., R.H.S., 1954. A beautiful early bicolour 
trumpet of first class quality and texture. Broad rather- rounded smooth white 
perianth with soft yellow trumpet. Good show flower with tall stern and short 
neck. 	 Each, 4/—. Each, 55 cents 

N EWCASTLE. 3 (W. J. Dunlop). A.M., R.H.S., 1957. Quite the finest and most 
brilliant bicolour trumpet yet seen. The stainless white perianth is nearly 5 inches 
across with broad, flat, smooth, overlapping segments of great substance, each at 
a right angle to the deep golden trumpet which is beautifully proportioned with 
its slightly expanded serrated roll. Best flower in the R.H,S. Daffodil Show, 1962. 

Each, O. Each, $19.60 

PREAMBLE. 1-2 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S. A first class and faultless 
exhibition flower. It is a first early well contrasted clean bicolour of superb 
quality; opening with smooth, flat, pure white perianth standing at right angles to 
the perfectly proportioned rich bright chrome yellow trumpet which has a neat 
little flange; as the flower ages the rich colour of the trumpet fades out a little 
becoming lemon in tone, but never goes white; it remains in perfect condition for 
an exceptional time, and the flowers are so consistently good that practically every 
bloom is of perfect show quality. Voted best exhibition bicolour- trumpet by the 
R.H.S. panel of experts, 1952 to 1960 inclusive. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 37/6. Each, SO cents; Dozen, $5.50 
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IC LO TRUMPETS 
RATH SCE N NY. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. A first class brightly con-
trasted bicolour trumpet of beautiful quality; broad rather pointed smooth pure 
white perianth and bright deep chrome-yellow trumpet, having an effective 
smoothly rolled flange; very good show flower-  and good doer. 

Each, 21—; Dozen, 21 /—. Each, 28 cents; Dozen, S2.95 

IN CERITY. 3-4 (Dr. N. Y. Lower). F.C.C., R.H.S. One of the most perfect show 
flowers faultlessly regular- and beautiful in form and finish, having broad flat 
clean-cut pointed white perianth of flawless smoothness and clear lemon 
trumpet with a most beautifully rolled-back brim; the flower is of exquisitely 
fine texture and quality throughout. 

Each, 2/.—; Dozen, III—. Each, 28 cents; Dozen, $2.95 

TROSTAN. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). An exceptionally tall noble plant, carrying 
its great flowers on 2-foot stems, head and shoulders above its neighbours; 
immensely broad flat much overlapping white perianth of great substance and 
splendid boldly flanged lemon trumpet; a magnificent daffodil and a valuable 
parent, one of its seedlings is Broughshane. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 381—, Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 

TROUSSEAU. 2-3 P. D. Williams). F.C.C.}  R.H.S. Undoubtedly one of the 
finest daffodils in existence, exquisitely beautiful, of superb quality and finish, 
perfect form, great substance and satin-like texture. Very broad, smooth flat, 
pure white perianth and well proportioned straight neatly flanged trumpet which 
opens soft yellow and passes gradually to a most lovely rosy cream, entrancingly 
rich and delicate in effect. The very large flowers, which are exceptionally durable, 
take a considerable time to develop to their best after first opening, and are well 
worthy of a fittle special protection, The flowers are perfectly posed on tall, 
strong sterns; vigorous plant with stiff, strong blue-green foliage. 

Each, 2i'—; Dozen, 21/—. Each, 28 cents; Dozen, $2.95 

NVIIITE TRUMPETS 
DIVISION IC 

ARDCLI N IS. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Mrs. E. H. Krelage by Beersheba. 
A large flower of most perfect form, balance, quality and fine carriage. Broad smooth 
flat perianth and perfectly proportioned neatly flanged trumpet; clear white 
throughout; of very durable substance and fine waxy texture, very good doer. 

Each, 2/3; Dozen, 24/—. Each, 32 cents; Dozen, $3.36 

ASKELON. 3 (Brodie of Brodie). A.M., R.H.S. A glorious flower combining 
immense size with perfect show form, superb quality and exceptionally lasting 
substance; great pure white perianth of enormous breadth and absolute 
smoothness and noble perfectly balanced bell-mouthed trumpet, white just very 
faintly toned with lemon; tall stout sterns and foliage of exceptional breadth. 
Very valuable in breeding. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

BROUGHSHANE 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A,M., R.H.S. A.M, Wisley trials, A 
glorious giant white crumpet of perfect form and balance, bred from Trostan by 
Kochenjungo. The noble trumpet being widely flanged, reflexed and frilled, does 
not over-balance the immense perianth, which is fully 5+ inches in diameter, the 
outer segments being up to 2k.  inches wide. The great flower, which is of immense 
substance and is quite exceptionally durable is carried on a stern well over 2 feet 
high, while the foliage measures as much as 14 inches in breadth. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 38/—. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 

CANTATRICE. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S. F.C.C. Wisley Trials. A 
flower of most exquisite and marvellously smooth texture; clean-cut pointed 
even perianth standing out from the well balanced perfectly smooth rather slender 
trumpet; pure clear white throughout, a perfectly lovely thing, 

Each, 5/—; Dozen, 55,1—. Each, 70 cents; Dozen, 57.70 
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WHITE TRUMPETS 
DUNLUCE. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A perfectly lovely flower of great refinement, 
purest icy-white with entrancing cool green tones in the base of the trumpet, 
form and quality alike most beautiful. Valuable for breeding, pure white. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, 54.95 

EMPRESS OF IRELAND. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1956. Undoubtedly 
the most magnificent large white trumpet daffodil introduced up to date. A 
truly majestic flower up to 5 inches in diameter, and of such faultless form, 
balance and proportion that it entirely satisfies the eye, smooth flat perianth built 
of magnificent ace of spades shaped segments of immense breadth, with beautifully 
balanced trumpet which has the rather rare attribute in a very large flower, of 
not being too wide at the base, and at the same time ideally flanged and frilled 
at the mouth. Conies quite early in the season so is always sure to be in time for 
shows. Flowers carried on strong 16 to 18 inch stems. Voted best exhibition 
white trumpet by R.H.S. panel of experts, in the years 1959 to 1963. 

Each, 95/—. Each $13.00 

Fl N OLA. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). An enchantingly lovely, rather early, absolutely 
pure ice-white trumpet of somewhat distinct character; very good quality, 
texture, and balance, having rather sharp pointed perianth and not too wide 
nicely flanged trumpet which is green in the base. Was much admired last spring. 

Each, 20I—. Each, 52,80 

GLENBANE. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A large white trumpet of beautiful form and 
superfine smooth quality, being of firm marble-like texture and pure white 
throughout all its parts. 	 Each, 15/—; Each, $2.10 

GLENSH ESK. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1950. A noble White Trumpet 
of great size, almost 5 inches in diameter, and beautiful thick smooth waxy 
substance. Well posed on a stout 18 inch stern; the trumpet is faint primrose on 
first opening, and soon passes to pure white. 	 Each, 17/6. Each, $2.45 

KANCHENJUNGA. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. This wonderful flower 
created a sensation when shown in the winning Engleheart Cup group in 1939. 
It is an immense bloom with the biggest and broadest perianth segments I have 
seen, forming an almost perfect circle, and a magnificently widely flanged and 
serrated trumpet; perianth pure white, trumpet palest lemon passing to white; 
a huge flower of stately carriage like that of Mr. P. D. Williams' splendid pale 
bicolour Conqueror, which is one of its grandparents; of immense value and 
importance in breeding. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

MAIVEROE. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). A seedling from Quartz: medium-sized 
flower of exquisite quality and refinement; broad uniformly smooth sharply 
cut evenly overlapping perianth and well-balanced trumpet; clear icy-white 
throughout; of great value for breeding. 	 Dozen, 16/—. Dozen, $2.25 

MANDATE. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Trousseau by Broughshane, large tall 
stately flower of very high quality having very broad satin smooth even pure 
white perianth and long well proportioned smooth trumpet which opens cream 
and passes to white. 	 Each, 6/—. Each, 85 cents 

PRESTIGE. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. A very large flower of great 
substance, beautiful quality and fine carriage, bred from Candour by Kanchenjunga. 
Very broad, smooth pointed pure white perianth, bold smooth trumpet, opening 
very faint primrose and passing to white; strong stem and short neck. 

Each, 4/6; Dozen, 47/6. Each, 65 cents; Dozen, $7.15 

QUEEN'S COUNSEL. 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). A large bold flower, bred from 
Killaloe by Broughshane; the perianth is rather broad, flat and much overlapping 
of wonderful substance and quality. The very large trumpet is widely expanded 
with a very broad nicely serrated flange. A massive imposing flower. 

Each, 7/6. Each, $1.00 
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WHITE TRUMPETS 
RAS HEE. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Cotterton by Broughshane. This is one of 
the most exquisite flowers that has yet appeared here: of highest quality, faultless 
texture and proportion: perianth broad and pointed, trumpet beautifully finished 
with a deep smoothly rolled flange at the mouth. The flower which is carried on 
a tall stem is absolutely pure ice-white throughout with a touch of cold sea 
green in the base of the trumpet. Has been shown in Engleheart Cup groups. 

Each, 30/—‘ Each, $4.20 

SAMITE. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S. A.M., Wisley Trials. Another 
Mrs. ((refuge seedling of superlative quality; an exquisite self-ivory-white Ajax of 
most perfect form and balance and the very finest and smoothest thick velvety 
texture; tall, vigorous plant; of great value in breeding. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 2716. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

SILVER WEDDING. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A medium-sized absolutely pure white 
flower of the utmost charm and refinement, smooth, clear-cut, sharp, pointed 
perianth, and perfectly proportioned slender straight-sided trumpet, which has a 
very neatly rolled back mouth. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

ST. MARY. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). An exquisite pure ice-white trumpet of the 
utmost refinement, perfection of proportion and beauty of form and quality of 
texture; broad perianth of fine substance and lovely somewhat slender but 
graceful bell flanged trumpet; green shading at the base of the flower. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 37/6. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 

TAI N. 3-4 (Brodie ofBrodie). A.M., Midland Daffodil Society. Bred from Beersheba 
by a flower whose pollen parent was also Beersheba; a bold flower of great 
substance, quality and fine symmetry, with broad flat clean-cut perianth standing 
at right angles to the bold trumpet. Uniform pure white throughout, opens 
without a trace of colour; a most telling show flower; vigorous plant with strong 
deep blue-green foliage. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/6. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

VIGIL. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1956. A really superb very large pure 
ice-white trumpet having broad sharp pointed perianth and graceful well 
proportioned well flanged trumpet. Flower of fine parchment-like texture. 
Strong grower with beautiful blue-green foliage. 

Each, 50/—. Each, $7.00 

WHITE PRINCE. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A very large pure ice-white trumpet of 
absolutely ideal form, proportion and balance. I am induced to list this variety 
because it has been most enthusiastically admired here, while a leading amateur 
in U.S.A. considers it the best IC he has yet seen; but it has a curious fault, i.e., 
when growing strongly on second year down bulbs, here at all events, a proportion 
of the flowers usually come with a kind of spur on the side of the trumpet, but all 
flowers from first year planted bulbs are usually quite perfect when its beauty 
could not be exaggerated. 	 Each, £4. Each, $11.00 

WHITE TARTAR. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A large magnificent flower of faultless 
form, purest white throughout. Very broad, smooth, widely overlapping white 
perianth, standing at right angles to the perfectly proportioned trumpet with its 
wide evenly roiled flange; short neck and very strong stem. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 
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REVERSED BICOLOR TRUMPET 
DIVISION ID 

SPELLBINDER. 1-2 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. This is the most strikingly 
coloured of the series bred from King of the North by Content. A large flower of the 
most wonderful and entirely distinct clear luminous greeny sulphur-lemon. 
When fully developed the inside of the flanged trumpet passes almost to white, 
while the outside of the trumpet retains its colour, and the serrated brim is tipped 
with sparkling lemon hence the flower becomes a reversed bicolour; a really 
remarkable and most attactive colour break. Free increaser. 

Each 3/6; Dozen, 37/6, Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 

LARGE CUPPED NARCISSI 
(Comprising the former Incomparabilis and large crowned Leedsii) 

DIVISION IIA 
Perianth coloured, corona coloured, not paler than perianth 

AIR MARSHALL. 4 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1957, as a show flower. A 
very large flower bred from Carbineer by Malta, this has a very broad widespread 
perianth of intense glistening golden-yellow, rather straight cup of bright orange-
red, slightly paler at the base and nicely frilled at mouth. Each, 9/—. Each, $1.25 

ARMADA. 1 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S. A truly gorgeous and sensational 
first early giant large cupped flower of glorious colouring; an immense flower 
with broad rich golden perianth and large bold, frilled cup of intense deep 
tangerine orange-red, which does not burn in the sun. The flowers are of great 
substance, short necked and grandly posed on tall, immensely strong stems. 
Free increasing plant of enormous vigour. A group of Armada is a magnificent 
and arresting sight in the garden at the beginning of the season, as it holds its 
colour well. 	 Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

BADGER. 4-5 (Guy L. Wilson). An exceptionally late flower for this type; 
bright yellow perianth with rich vivid tangerine orange-scarlet rather straight-
sided cup which holds the colour well. Sturdy habit. 

Each, 4/—; Dozen, 44/—. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, $6.60 

BORDER CHIEF. 4 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1959, as a show flower. 
Bred from Carbineer by Bahram, a magnificent large flower with bright golden 
yellow perianth, of splendid quality and a large expanding bowl shaped crown of 
intense deep orange-red, one of the most outstanding novelties in the red and 
yellow section. 	 Each, 20/—. Each, $2.80 

BRAVADO. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Large and gorgeous flower with large broad 
rounded clear yellow perianth and shallow bowl-shaped rich orange red crown. 
Well posed on a tall stem. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

CEYLON. 2-3 ( J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S. Bred from Marksman by Biotite. 
A magnificently coloured red and yellow flower of beautiful form and proportion, 
with broad smooth shovel pointed overlapping perianth of marvellously deep 
intense aureolin gold that has an almost metallic sheen, and a goffere goblet-
shaped crown of dark, clear, intense cadmium orange-red. The flower requires 
some time and sun after it first opens to develop the full intensity of the cup 
colour, which remains quite sun-proof. A splendid tall, robust plant with nice 
short neck and stiff stem. Free flowering and rapid increaser. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

COPPERSMITH. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A large vigorous flower of good form and 
quite sunproof colour. Bright rich golden perianth and deep reddish tangerine 
cup. Likely to be of much value in breeding sunproof colour. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, S4.9.5 
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DIVISION HA 

COURT MARTIAL. 3 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1957 as a show flower. 
Bred from Big Game by Narvik, with bright yellow very round flat perianth of 
excellent substance and quality. In sunlight it glistens as if dusted with gold. 
The large nicely proportioned cup is deep orange-red, neatly serrated at the 
mouth. This brilliant flower stands well in the sun. 	Each, 7/—. Each, $1.00 

DERVISH. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1940. A remarkable flower showing 
quite a new colour break; the perianth opens rich apricot-buff while the cup is 
deep brick-red. 	Each, 2/—; Dozen, 22/—. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, $3.30 

FIRE GUARD. 4 (Guy L Wilson). A grand rather late-flowering red and yellow 
of great substance broad golden perianth and deep orange-red crown. 

Dozen, 16/—. Dozen, $2.25 

FIREPROOF. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). Highly Commended VVisley Trials, 1959. 
This flower has been bred with a view to attaining non-fading colour; this it 
has certainly achieved. Its seed parent was bred from Sunproof Orange by pollen 
of Trevisky, while its pollen parent was the well-known sun-resisting Rustom 
Pasha. It is a neat medium sized flower with bright gold perianth and vivid 
solid orange red cup and appears to be absolutely sunproof, as it was left entirely 
unprotected in the open throughout the exceptionally sunny season of 1952 and 
suffered no fading or burning of the cup whatever. As it is free of bloom and 
increase and has a good stem it should ultimately prove a fine market and garden 
variety. 	 Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

FOX H U NTER. 2 (Guy L. Wilson), Bred from Armada by Saltash, this is a very 
fine large red and yellow like a much improved Saltash as it has a strong stem 
and good neck. A flower of refined quality, beautiful form and proportion with 
widespread perfectly flat and smooth sharp pointed clear rich yellow perianth 
and well proportioned rather narrow and long rich orange-red crown in form like 
that of Saltash. 	 Each, 10/—. Each, $1.40 

GALWAY. 3 (j. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S. A glorious tall strong-stemmed 
intense self-golden flower bordering on trumpet proportions; broad smooth 
perianth, well flanged trumpet crown; splendid size, build, proportion, stature 
and colour: should make a magnificent garden plant; grand show flower. 

Each, 2/—; Dozen, 21/—. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, $3.30 

GARTAN. 6 (Guy L. Wilson). A fine very late flower, has bright clear yellow 
perianth and a moderate sized glowing orange cup. It is quite sunproof and flowers 
late into May, wonderful garden plant, a good doer and free of bloom and increase; 
valuable for later shows. 	 Each, 17/6. Each, $2.45 

HOME FIRES. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1956. Tall early flower of 
arrestingly brilliant colouring. Spreading pointed bright yellow perianth, cup 
fiery orange-scarlet, of burning intensity: solid right back to the ovary. Magnificent 
garden plant. 	 Each, 4/—. Each, 55 cents 

KINDLED. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A magnificently coloured flower with broad 
golden perianth of fine substance, which as the flower ages takes on a slightly 
reddish old gold flush. Shallow cup entirely dark vivid red; valuable for later 
shows. 	 Each, 8/—. Each, $1.10 

MASKED LIGHT. 2-3 (J. L. Richardson). A flower of beautiful colouring bred 
from Narvik by Ceylon. The very large golden broad flat perianth, with its flush 
of orange in the petals outbeats Ceylon. The large cup is deep glowing orange-red 
nicely serrated and slightly flanged at the mouth. Sunproof, very lasting, tall and 
robust. 	 Each, 5/6. Each, 75 cents 
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DIVISION II 
MERIDIAN. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A very distinct, bright and clean looking flower, 
of first rate form and quality. Well posed on a good stem. Perianth clear bright 
yellow, shortish cup edged with a dean and sharply defined band of deep orange- 
red. 	 Each, 3/6; Dozen, 38/.—. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 

ORMEAU. 2-3 (W. J. Dunlop). A fine show flower of fine quality, deep golden-
orange throughout, having a broad, smooth, flat perianth standing at right angles 
to the perfectly proportioned crown which approaches trumpet measurements. 

Each, 8/6. Each, $1.20 

PLAY BOY. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A Carbineer seedling. An immense bold 
flower with immensely broad rounded flat or almost slightly reflexing clear 
lemon-gold perianth of great substance; bowl-shaped crown, flushed orange 
half way down; very vigorous with stem of great strength and good neck; 
should be of value for breeding. Very long lasting. 

Each, 4/—; Dozen, 44/—, Each, 60 cents; Dozen, $6.60 

RED SQUIRREL. 4-5 (Guy L. Wilson). A quite charming late flowering brilliant 
red and yellow that will be of great value for cutting when others of its colour 
are over. A well proportioned graceful medium sized flower with bright yellow 
perianth and not too large deep vivid orange-red cup. Good doer and free 
bloomer with fine tall wiry stem. 

Each, 216; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

REVELRY. 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S. A flower of grand quality, bred 
from Carbineer by Bahrarn. The perianth is soft yellow, very broad and perfectly 
flat, of thick substance and lovely smooth texture; the crown is long, slightly 
expanded, of intense flaming orange-red. Tall, strong grower and a first-class 
exhibition flower. 	Each, 2/—; Dozen, 22/—. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, $3.30 

ROUGE. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., Wisley Trials. A strikingly novel and very 
distinct break in colouring; the widespread perianth is yellow overlaid pinkish 
buff, while the expanded cup is deep brilliant rather brick-red; it invariably 
elicits much admiration and comment at shows. Early, vigorous and very free of 
bloom and increase; it will make a valuable market flower. 

Each, 2/—; Dozen, 22/—. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, $3.30 

S H EERO E. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from a Carbineer seedling by Spry. Although 
a rather-  small flower, it is quite beautiful in colour and texture. Has a clear yellow 
perianth, and its crown is coloured the brightest orange-scarlet possible. A truly 
excellent garden plant of elf-like character, which is completely sunproof. 

Each, 30/—. Each, $4.20 

SPRY. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Indian Summer by Carbineer, a neat moderate 
sized stiff stemmed short necked flower of very smart appearance, high quality, 
great substance and brilliant colour. Flat clear yellow perianth, and neat goblet 
shaped cup of intense almost blood red. 

Each, 4/6; Dozen, 48/—. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, $6,60 

VIRTUE. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1950. One of the best exhibition 
flowers raised, being of faultless symmetry and quality; broad, perfectly 
smooth, flat perianth of model form standing at right angles to the straight-sided 
nicely flanged and serrated trumpet; flower of the firmest texture and beautiful 
self clear brilliant gold colour; sturdy stem and short neck; slow increaser, and 
like its pollen parent Crocus, probably wants good climatic conditions. 

Each, 6/—; Dozen, 66/—. Each, 85 cents; Dozen, $9.35 
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PINK DAFFODILS 
FROM 

DIVISION JIB 

BLARIS, 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson), Charming decorative flower of most unusual 
colouring; pure white perianth, striking uniform buff-rose crown; tall stern; 
free of bloom and increase, 	 Each, 201-. Each, 52.80 

CHIFFON. 3-4 (S. J. Bisdee, Tasmania). This is a charming, medium sized 
flower, which might be described as a larger, taller, and much improved Wild 
Rose. Pure white perianth, and nicely proportioned not too large cup of dainty 
wild rose-pink, Most attractive. 	 Each, 18j-. Each, $2.50 

CORRYMEELA. 2-3 (Guy L. Wils•on). Most graceful and lovely flower, spreading 
white perianth and large frilled crown with rolled or flanged mouth, palest 
coot primrose flushed with coppery salmon-rose, which does not readily fade; a 
very charming cut flower, 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/-. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, '3.85 

DEBUTANTE. 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1959 as a show flower. 
Bred from Wild Rose by Rose Caprice with very broad rounded intense white 
perianth of exceptional substance and perfect quality, the large cup of uniform 
bright coral-pink is very nicely expanded and tastefully frilled at the mouth. 
A very vigorous plant and rapid increaser. 	 Each, 250:-. Each, $35.00 

DRUMBOE. 2 (Guy L. Wilson), Bred from Tryst by a big lC seedling, which in 
turn came from Cotterton by Broughshane. Large flower of exceptional substance 
and superb thick velvet smooth texture; broad pure white perianth of perfect 
quality, large longish crown of pale pinky biscuit colour—the only flaw is that the 
crown is sometimes slightly spotted at the mouth, otherwise the texture is very 
remarkable. Very few available, 	 Each, O. Each, 525.20 

FE NTO NA. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from a longish pink ancestry which contains 
some of the late C. E. Radcliff's Tasmanian breeding; this is the pinkest thing I 
have introduced up to date, broad white perianth, crown of about equal length 
opening pale chrome yellow which rapidly changes to quite strong rosy pink 
throughout; attracts much attention at shows. 	Each, 80/-. Each, $11.00 

IRISH ROSE. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M,, R.H.S., 1957. The best of a batch of 
seedlings bred from Interim by Evening_ A good sized flower of much substance 
with broad white perianth and well proportioned nicely frilled medium length 
crown which opens beautiful rosy apple-blossom pink and retains its colour well 
though it gets slightly duller in tone when the flower is old. Short neck stiff stern 
and sturdy free flowering habit. 	 Each, 18/-. Each, 52.50 

LINGERING LIGHT. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from White Sentinel by Corn-
lough, a good sized flower of great refinement, having spreading pure white 
perianth of delicate texture, and well proportioned shallow bowl-shaped crown 
flushed pale apricot-pink like a faint after-glow of sunset light. 

Each, 8/--; Dozen, 881-, Each, 51.15; Dozen, $12.00 

LU NAR RAI N BOW. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from a seedling from Clam 
by Evening by pollen of Aloyieno; this is a very large flower, with broad wide-
spread, very slightly reflexing white perianth and open basin-shaped crown, 
soft primrose at first, but soon developing wonderful tints of palest cool primrose, 
faint rose-pink and almost grey that suggest mother-of-pearl, and yet in spite of 
their delicacy they do not fade. Has attracted much attention in our Engleheart 
and Bourne Cup Groups. Strong grower and good stern. 

Each, 6/-4 Each, 85 cents 
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PINK DAFFODILS FROM DIVISION IIB 

MOYLENA. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from the same parents as Wild Rose and 
Lisbreen, this is another striking pink cupped flower, having pure white perianth 
and quite strong pink cup, deeper- and rather more coppery in tone than either of 
the others; taller stem than Wild Rose. 

Each, 4,"—; Dozen, 44/—. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, $6.60 

MRS. O. RONALDS. 3 (0. Rondo's). Considered one of the best Australian 
raised pink cups up to date. Broad white perianth, well coloured good sized 
bowl-shaped pink cup. Tall and vigorous. 	 Each, 10/—. Each, $1.40 

PASSIONALE. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1957. A.M. Wisley trials, 
1963. As a show flower it is truly magnificent and striking, The pure white 
perianth is long flat and very much overlapping, Its cup has several outstanding 
features, smooth, slightly frilled, cut and out-turned, plus its beautiful colour of 
near orient-pink which holds extremely well. Strong vigorous plant. 

Each, £4. Each, $11.00 

PENSIVE. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A charming flower of beautiful quality and good 
size with broad flat exceptionally smooth pure white perianth and beautifully 
proportioned medium length crown flushed pale shell-pink. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 37/6. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 

PINK ISLE. 4 (W. J. Dunlop). A fine medium size first class pink, with broad 
smooth pure white perianth and a perfectly proportioned crown of a charming, 
almost translucent, shade of pink. Holds its pink colour until the flower fades; 
very vigorous and free flowering. 	 Each, 7/6. Each, S1.00 

PINK MONARCH. 2 (C. E. Radcliff). A large and very striking flower with 
pure white perianth of immense breadth and substance, and large rich coppery-
rose bell-mouthed frilled crown that approaches trumpet character, Vigorous 
plant but up to date the stem is rather short. 	 Each, 21/, Each, S2.95 

ROSARIO. 2-3 (C. E. Radcliff, Tasmania), The finest of Mr. Radcriff's famous 
pink crowned flowers yet offered; has won many Championships at Antipodean 
shows, a most charming flower of nearly trumpet character and measurement; 
broad, smooth, pure white perianth, the trumpet-shaped crown which is gracefully 
flanged and frilled is of very pale soft primrose, flushed and overlaid throughout 
with delicious rosy shell-pink; in good seasons it comes almost entirely pink. 
Sturdy plant. 	 Each, 4/—; Dozen, 44/—. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, S6.60 

ROSEAN NA. 4-5 (Guy L. Wilson). The name of this variety was suggested by a 
visitor who described it as a "charming little dressing table flower." It is small 
by most modern standards, and rather dwarf growing, with pure white perianth 
and soft apricot rose-pink crown_ Free flowering and healthy. 

Each, 31—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, 54.95 

RE SE 	4 (D. Blanchard). Not a large flower. May be described as a 
much improved and somewhat taller Wild Rose, it is one of the most brightly 
coloured pink cups yet seen. Pure white perianth and well proportioned cup 
which is rich rosy pink throughout. Good doer, 	Each, 7/6. Each, $1.00 

ROSEYARDS. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A charming and most attractive flower bred 
from Interim by Evening. Pure white perianth and well proportioned cup that 
opens lovely clear apple-blossom pink, becoming slightly more coppery in tone as 
the flower ages. 	 Each, 4/—. Each, 60 cents 
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PINK DAFFODILS FROM DIVISION 1113 
ROSE CAPRICE. 4 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1955 as a show flower. 
A great addition to the pink section, bred from Templemore by Green island; the 
very broad, flat and rounded, pure white perianth of smoothest velvety texture 
and large rather expanding crown of dear pink slightly paler towards the base, 
which is cool-green. A most beautiful thing and show flower. 

Each, 35/—. Each, 54.90 

ROSE OF TRALEE. 4-5 (J. L. Richardson). Best coloured of a remarkable 
series of pink crowned seedlings bred by Mr. Richardson from self-fertilised 
White Sentinel; flower of beautiful form and quality, having pure white perianth 
pointed at the tips ; long nicely flanged crown of rosy apricot-pink right down to 
the base passing off white before the flower dies. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, 53.85 

SALMON TROUT. 4 (1. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1952 as a show flower. 
a faultless flower measuring 4 inches across, having broad purest white flat 
perianth of solid texture which stands at right angles to the well-proportioned 
trumpet-shaped vivid-pink crown. Like the majority of pinks this flower requires 
two or three days to develop its proper colour. Fine robust plant and a variety of 
unequalled beauty. 	 Each, 30/—. Each, $4.20 

STRAY PINK. 3 (C. E. Radcliff). A most charming small dainty somewhat 
drooping flower of near trumpet character. Its raiser told us that it had turned 
up as a stray among his seedlings. White perianth with neatly flanged crown of 
rather trumpet character which is quite bright almost rose-pink—a bunch of its 
flowers cut and placed on a shelf at eye level is strikingly beautiful. 

Each, 5/—. Each, 70 cents 

WILD ROSE. 4 (Brodie of Brodie). Still one of the brightest pinks, as 
the cup is a quite definite rosy pink to the base, the colour being in the main 
retained till the flower dies. Not a large flower, but of attractive form and balance. 

Each, 4/—; Dozen, 44/—. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, $6.60 

WOODLEA. 3 (C. E. Radcliff, Tasmania). This flower is on the border line 
between Div, I and Div. 11, having a broad smooth pure white perianth while the 
crown which is almost of trumpet length is of trumpet shape with well flanged 
mouth, and is rosy apricot in colour solid to the base. Has been shown on several 
occasions in the winning class for pink cupped varieties at the R.H.S. Daffodil 
Show. Very few available. 	 Each, 40/—. Each, $5.60 

DIVISION II.13 
Perianth white, corona coloured 

ALICANTE. 4-5 (Guy L. Wilson). Fine large bold flower of distinct character, 
having broad smooth cream perianth of much substance and graceful decorative 
outline, and rich bright solid deep apricot-orange cup which holds its colour 
well; tall strong stem; makes a most handsome and striking garden plant. 

Each, 8/—. Each, $1.10 

ARBAR. 3-4 (J.  L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1949, F.C.C., R.H.S., 1961. A 
beautiful flower of fine form and habit, carried on a tall strong stem; pure white 
perianth and well proportioned, saucer-shaped cup of bright reddish-orange. 

Each, 12/6. Each, $1.75 

AVENGER. 4 (J. L. Richardson). Bred from Kilworth by Arbor. An excellent 
flower and one of the best red and white large-cups yet introduced. The perianth 
is very round, perfectly flat and of a smooth velvety texture; exceptional substance. 
The large, almost flat crown is of a most intense deep orange-red, slightly serrated 
at the edge. A fine show flower. 	 Each, 100/—. Each, $14.00 
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DAVIOT, see left 
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DIVISION JIB 
BAN N. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). Large flower of beautiful form, balance and good 
quality; broad, smooth, pure white perianzh; well proportioned, nicely flanged 
crown of pleasing clear biscuit buff. 

Each, 2/—; Dozen, 21/—. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, 53.30 

BRUNSWICK. 1-2 (P. D. Williams). F.C.C., R.H.S. This is one of those rare 
flowers whose serene and perfect loveliness fills one with tin-alloyed delight; 
its form, balance and proportion are perfectly beautiful, and it is well-posed on a 
tali strong graceful stem; it has beautifully modelled flat clean-cut cold-white 
perianth of very firm texture, and a perfectly balanced crown that is like a short 
nicely flanged and frilled trumpet; clear icy-white in the base, and gradually 
shading up to sharp very greener lemon at the brim; deliciously cool fresh 
colouring; it has quite extraordinary lasting power, opening as it does at the begin-
ning of the season and keeping in good condition till many later things arc over. 

Each, 1 /6; Dozen, 16/, Each, 20 cents; Dozen, $2.20 

BU NCRAN A. 3-4 (I. L Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., 1942. A most distinct and 
beautiful first-class show flower having very broad flat pure white shovel-shaped 
segments and a beautifully proportioned longish frilled cup of unusual deep 
peachy-orange colour. 

Each, 1/6; Dozen, 16/—. Each, 20 cents; Dozen, $2.20 

CARNLOUGH. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A constant winner of championships 
at overseas shows. A plant of distinct and sturdy habit; flower of good 
size and fine quality; 
broad firm flat pure 
white perianth; on 
first opening the 
crown is faint citron 
with a frill of soft 
coral pink; in time 
the whole flower 
passes to white. Very 
durable, 

Each, 1/6; 
Dozen, 16/—. 

Each, 20 cents; 
Dozen, 52.20 

DAVIOT. 3 (Brodie 
of 8 rod le). 	,M .,  
R.H.S. A quite 
distinct flower of ex-
ceptional charm, grace 
and refinement. The 
clear pure white 
perianth, which has a 
hint of cool green 
shading where the 
petals join the crown, 
is of most lovely 
quality; the rather 
goblet-shaped crown 
is clear bright orange-
coral, shading towards 
primrose at the rim; 
tall stern and good 
doer. 

Each, 4/—; 
Dozen, 44/—. 

Each, 60 cents; 
Dozen, $6.60 

See page 29 for Colleccions 



DIVISION JIB 
FANCY FREE. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Good sized flower of purely decorative 
type and very striking distinct colouring; spreading icy white perianth, crown 
palest citron passing to pure white with a bright deep salmon band at its frilled 
edge which does not fade; very free flowering. 	Each, 12/6. Each, $1.75 

FOYLE. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Very large flower of perfect smooth texture and 
quality. Large broad pointed flat pure white perianth up to 5 inch diameter; 
the large crown is faint creamy-primrose flushed and suffused with faint rose-pink. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 38/—. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 

GLENGORMLEY. 3-4 (W. J. Dunlop). A very fine flower of most unusual 
colouring. The nicely proportioned deep salmon-orange crown has a narrow 
lemon-yellow rim and is set in a smooth snow-white perianth. Good doer; free 
of bloom and increase. Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

GREETING. 4 (P. D. Williams). A.M., R.H.S. A very beautiful flower of most 
distinct character, quite exceptional quality and waxen substance. Large wide-
spread somewhat starry, absolutely smooth and even very slightly reflexing pure 
white perianth; relatively rather small somewhat goblet-shaped dear lemon-
yellow crown. Superb in the cold greenhouse. 

Each, 5j—; Dozen, 55,1—. Each, 70 cents; Dozen, $7.70 

GUARDIAN. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., Wisley Trials, 1952. Bred from Niphetos 
by Trostan. A magnificent plant; the large flower is short-necked and carried on 
a tall very strong stem, well above the broad stiff upright deep green foliage; 
very broad, smooth, flat, pure white perianth, standing well back from the crown, 
which approaches trumpet dimensions and is neatly flanged at the mouth, and is 
pale primrose, passing almost to white. A grand seed parent to mate with the 
best large whites and bicolours. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

INTERIM. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). Charming and most distinct decorative flower, 
clear white very slightly reflexing perianth, the petals slightly incurved at their 
edges; pale clear greeny citron-primrose goblet-shaped cup flushed or banded with 
strong rather salmon-pink at the edge, tall strong stems and vigorous plant. Has 
given several of the best pink cupped seedlings I have yet seen. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

KILIMANJARO. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Clava by Hodes, this is a large 
showy and brilliant clear red and white of somewhat decorative style: large 
spreading pure white perianth, cup clear deep orange-red, almost to the base 
which is citron-yellow. Vigorous and quite lovely in pots. 

Each, 2/—; Dozen, 21/—. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, $3.30 

KI LWORT H. 4 (j. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1946. F.C.C., Wisley Trials, 
1952. Bred from White Sentinel by Hades, this is an outstandingly fine large dark 
red and white flower with broad white perianth and perfectly proportioned bowl-
shaped crown of intensely vivid dark solid orange-red with a touch of dark green 
in the eye; tall and vigorous. 

Each, 1/6; Dozen, 16/—. Each, 20 cents; Dozen, $2.25 

KINARD. 4-5 (Guy L. Wilson). Best described as a larger and better Green 
island. Beautiful circular pure white perianth of immense breadth and substance 
with a pale delicately primrose tinted, saucer shaped, crown with narrow orange 
rim. Attracted much interest at the R.H.S. Daffodil show. Very striking; vigorous 
grower and excellent show flower. 	 Each, £3. Each, $8.40 
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DIVISION II13 
LOCH MAREE. 3 (Brodie of Brodie). Attractive flower of decorative type, 
having pure white perianth and rather long crown approaching trumpet character 
which is soft pale rosy pink throughout when fully developed; grown in the cold 
greenhouse, the flowers retain the pink colouring till they die. 

Each, 31—; Dozen, 33,'—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

MY LOVE. 3 (/. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1959. A charming flower of 
unique shading, bred from White Sentinel. The broad white perianth is of a 
delicate smooth texture. The large cup opens with a fascinating primrose colour-
ing which passes to N.Afhite, leaving a pale greenish-lemon flange as the flower 
matures. Well posed on a tall stem. 	 Each, 12/6. Each $1.75 

NANTUCKET. 4 (j. L. Richara'son). A flower of much substance, with a round 
flat white perianth and a large open bright orange-red cup. It somewhat resembles 
Avenger, but the colour is not so intense as that flower. Vigorous grower. 

Each, 25/—. Each, $3.50 

NORTHERN LIGHT. 4 J. L. Richardson). A really striking flower with its 
wide overlapping snow-white perianth and large open cup of a most brilliant 
orange-red. This is, without doubt, a magnificent flower of impeccable quality; 
bred from Fermoy by Arbor. Could well be described as a much brighter Fermoy, 
but flowering earlier. 	 Each, Mt—. Each, S10.50 

PERSONALITY. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Zero by Greeting. This is a 
lovely large flower of very high quality and particularly clean and smart 
appearance, having absolutely smooth and flat pure white perianth, standing at 
right angles to the very distinct smooth cool lemon crown which has a cleanly 
cut off rim without flange or frill. Good doer; free of bloom and increase. 

Each, 6/---. Each, 85 cents 

PONTRESINA. 4 (J. L. Richardson). kM., R.H.S., 1959. Being bred from 
Green Island by Chinese White, it has inherited many of the characters of Green 
Island. The round pure white perianth is of fine quality and substance; the large 
rather flat crown is uniformly pale primrose, delicately serrated at the edge. 

Each, 35/—. Each, $4.90 

PROSPERO. 4 (J. L. Richardson). An attractive flower, having broad, waxy, 
snow-white petals of substance and a flat brilliant ruby-red cup, closely resembling 
its parent Mohrnoud but the colour is not quire of the same depth. An excellent 
plant. 	 Each, 7/6. Each, S1.00 

RATHROE. 5 (Guy L, Wilson). Large late flowering variety of fine substance 
and magnificently pure and brilliant colouring; broad pointed, smooth and 
slightly reflexing perianth of poeticus white; well proportioned shallow saucer 
shaped vivid scarlet crown, finely serrated at the edge; short neck, strong plant, 

Each, 90/—. Each, $12.50 

RED APRIL. 3 	L. Richardson). Bred from Kilworth by Nairobi, the broad white 
overlapping perianth is of excellent substance and superb quality, the large bowl 
shaped cup is intense vivid red. This very large flower resembles Dilworth but it 
flowers much earlier. Vigorous plant, and good tail stem. 

Each, 3/—. Each, 45 cents 

RED HACKLE. 4 (Brodie of Brodie). A.M., R.H.S. A.M., \-Afisley Trials. A really 
magnificent and most brilliant large red and white of fine habit and beautiful 
form. Broad, rather pointed, very slightly reflexing pure white perianth, frilled 
bowl-shaped crown of solid, intense, deep, orange-red; holds colour well, good 
stem and neck, splendid doer and free bloomer. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27,'—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 
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DIVISION HB 
STATUE. 3 (J. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S., and Midland Daffodil Society, 1947. 
A magnificent and most imposing giant bicolour. Incomparabilis of splendid 
quality and substance, having broad flat widespread clear white perianth, up to 
5 inches in diameter, and large well-proportioned clear lemon crown. Flower 
short-necked on very tall, strong stems. Scarce. 

Each, 10/—; Dozen, 110/—. Each, $1.40; Dozen, $15.40 

TRYST. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). Awarded medal for best flower in the London 
Daffodil Show, 1943. A very fine seedling Iron Silver Coin, having very broad 
white perianth of marvellous substance and thick ivory-satin texture; smallish 
faint primrose cup; short necked on strong stiff stem. Valuable for breeding. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 38/—. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 

TUDOR MINSTREL. 3 (J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1956, A.M. Wisley 
trials, 1963 as a show flower. A really magnificent and immense flower of over 
five inches across ; broad overlapping pure white perianth of smoothest velvety 
texture and thick substance. The large cup frilled at the mouth shines golden, 
almost orange-yellow, a show flower of the highest quality for its fine proportions 
and perfect carriage. 	 Each, 7/6. Each, $1,00 

TULLYROE. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Large flower of excellent form and very fine 
colour; pure white perianth and well proportioned dark red crown. Tall and 
vigorous. 	 Each, 35/—. Each, $4.90 

LARGE CUPPED NARCISSI 
DIVISION IIC 

Perianth white, corona white, not paler than the perianth 

ARDBANE. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from St. Brendan by Greenland, this is a 
pure ice-white green-based flower of outstanding beauty and quality. Lovely 
clean-cut broad perianth and three-quarter length crown; short neck and stiff 
not too heavy stem. 	 Each, 40/—. Each. $5.60 

AVE. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Truth by Slemish, this would have been classed 
as a large crowned Leedsii under the old classification_ It is a most perfect large 
absolutely pure white of flawless smoothness and symmetry, having broad pointed 
flat perianth standing at right angles to the large well balanced crown. 

Each, 9/6. Each, $1.35 

CASTLE OF MEY. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Best flower in the London Show, season 
1953. Bred from a Slemish by Broughshane Seedling by Murmansk. This is a very 
beautiful pure ice-white near trumpet of medium size and perfect quality without 
flaw; clean-cut pointed satin-smooth perianth and nicely flanged trumpet-shaped 
crown with no yellow but a tint of cool sea green in its base. Free bloomer and 
increaser, very strong stem and short neck. 	 Each, 40/—. Each, $5.60 

CLAREEN. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). A splendid example of a very large pure white 
DC. Bred from Tryst by a Cotterton seedling, has a broad flat perianth, and a Full-
Moon shaped corona of a waxy texture. The flower has a fine strong short neck 
and is indeed a most robust and vigorous grower. This variety will make a most 
desirable show flower. 	 Each, EL Each, $19.60 
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DIVISION IIC 

CLONEEN. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A very distinct tall stemmed pure self white 
flower of singularly decorative grace. It really looks like a giant white Triandrus--
Leedsii hybrid although it has no Triandrus blood in its make-up. Graceful spreading 
perianth and rather goblet-shaped cup; tall, vigorous and free flowering. 

Each, 15/—. Each, 52.10 

COTTERTO N. 3 (Brodie of Brodie). A sturdy, rather short-stemmed, neatly 
built, pure ice-white, border-line flower, which is particularly valuable for 
breeding; it has given us several of the finest whites we have raised. Scarce. 

Each, 4/6. Each, 65 cents 

DEW POND. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Lovely large snow-white flower of fine 
substance and perfect smoothness. Broad flat perianth and bowl-shaped crown. 
Good stern. 	 Each, 6/—. Each, 85 cents 

DU N LE WE Y. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. A.M., Wisley Trials. Large and 
lovely show flower of smoothest quality and perfect form; broad smooth pure 
white perianth and large cream crown. Stern rather short but its exceptional 
vigour and amazing freedom of bloom make it a magnificent garden plant. 

Each, 2/—; Dozen, 21,1—. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, 53.30 

EASTER MOON. 3 (Guy L. WThon). Best flower in London Show season, 1954, 
and again in 1957. Bred from Tryst by Greenland. Broad smoothly overlapping 
perianth of the most faultless waxy texture and substance, shortish cup, purest 
white throughout with cold sage-green base in cup. Tall vigorous grower_ Very 
valuable for breeding. 	 Each, 75/—. Each, $10.50 

FROZEN. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A first class pure white flower bred from a 
seedling by Greeniand; short necked, and well posed on a strong stem. Broad 
pointed smooth perianth and perfectly proportioned crown of great substance 
and quality. 	 Each, 5/—; Dozen, 55/—. Each, 70 cents; Dozen, $7.70 

GATH-a-BAWN. 4-5 (Guy L. Wilson). Very fine large late snow-white IIC bred 
from Greenland pollen. Large broad perfectly flat double triangle perianth of 
splendid substance and quality standing erectly out from the bold rather straight 
sided slightly vase-shaped crown. Short necked on tall strong stem with strong 
upright foliage. 	 Each, '15/—. Each, $2.00 

GENTILITY. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). One of the best seedlings we have had from White 
Sentinel, medium sized flower of faultless form, proportion, texture and quality, 
milky marble-white throughout, with broad velvet smooth ace-of-spades shaped 
perianth segments and medium sized crown, neatly finished with a slight flange, 
very durable; vigorous and free flowering. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

GLENBUSH. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1953. In appearance and 
character this is a white trumpet, but as its crown just fails to reach trumpet 
measurement it has been reclassified under div. 11C. Flower of perfectly 
proportioned form and balance; the broad perianth segments stand well out 
from the slender-  evenly flanged trumpet shaped crown; exquisite texture and 
quality; good tall stem. 	 Each, 7/6. Each, $1.00 
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DIVISION IIC 

GLENDERMOTT. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Truth by Broughshane. This 
is a superb pure ice-white daffodil on the border line between Div. 1 and Div. 2. A 
plant of great vigour and truly magnificent habit, with strong upright blue-green 
foliage, and very strong tall stem and short neck. Big flower of great substance 
with very broad smooth flat perianth and beautifully proportioned flanged 
trumpet crown which is green in the base. Promises to be of great value for 
breeding. 	 Each, 100/—. Each, $14.00 

GLENSHANE. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A charming flower, more than 4 inches in 
diameter, having a large white perianth and a rather shallow saucer-shaped, 
almost white crown. Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

GREENLAND. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A valuable pollen and seed parent for breeding 
absolutely pure white flowers of splendid quality and carriage. 

Each, 4/—; Dozen, 44/—. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, $6.60 

KIBO. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A very large and immensely tall flower of distinct 
character bred from Gracious by Broughshane. Large spreading white perianth. 
The large wide medium length crown is also white and has a very broadly flanged 
deeply serrated brim which gives the flower a most distinct and striking 
appearance; stems up to 30 inches in length in this climate. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 38/—. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 

KILLALOE. 4 (1. L. Richardson). A.M., R.H.S. A most striking immense pure 
white flower of grand quality. The perianth segments are shovel pointed, very 
broad, flat and of fine substance. The large cup is widely expanded, beautifully 
flanged and frilled at the mouth. A fine plant with strong stern and very broad 
foliage. 	 Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

KNOCKBANE. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). Had a seedling bred from Greenland by 
St. Mary as its pollen parent. This is a flower of exquisite quality and refinement 
and quite distinct character as its perianth is built of smoothly overlapping rather 
long pointed segments, while the crown is rather narrow and goblet-shaped but 
absolutely smooth. The whole flower is of the purest white possible thoughout 
its entire life. Very few to offer. 	 Each, £15. Each, $42.00 

KN OWE H EAD. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Cotterton by Broughshane, this 
is undoubtedly one of the best white daffodils we have yet offered or seen; though 
belonging to Div. IIC by measurement, it more nearly approaches a trumpet in 
character and appearance. Pure white throughout; broad overlapping shovel 
pointed perianth standing at right angles to the neatly proportioned beautifully 
flanged and fringed trumpet-shaped crown, a plant of quite ideal habit, the flowers 
being short necked and carried at right angles on strong ribbed stems well above 
the stiff upright blue-green foliage. 	 Each, 70/—. Each, $9.80 

LUDLOW. 3-4 (A. M. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S. A very beautiful flower with 
broad flat perianth of great substance standing at right angles to the bold trumpet-
shaped crown. The whole flower when fully developed is purest white throughout 
with lovely sea-green base to the crown. Good doer. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 271—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

MOYARD. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from a Dava seedling by Snowline. A flower 
of excellent quality and habit having a broad, smooth and somewhat pointed 
perianth standing at right angles to the perfectly proportioned corona. This very 
fine flower is pure white throughout with a tone of faint sea-green. Very green 
base, is extremely neat and free of bloom and increase. 

Each, 60i—. Each, $8.40 
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DIVISION IIC 

MURMANSK. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A distinct and most beautiful flower, having 
very broad, smooth, slightly reflexing perianth and bell-mouthed trumpet crown 
of immense substance; absolutely pure ice-white, shaded cool sea-green in the 
base. Sturdy stem and exceptionally short neck. 

Each, 7/6; Dozen, 48/—. Each, $1.00; Dozen, $11.00 

PARKMORE. *I (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1947. Bred from Niphetos by 
Scapa, this has remarkably high quality for a first early flower; broad, smooth, 
flat, pure white perianth of great substance and neatly flanged trumpet crown of 
faintest lemon passing to white; short neck, and very strong stem. Grown in a 
cool greenhouse it comes pure white and of superb quality; very vigorous. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

PIGEON. S (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Cush lake by Evening, this is a distinct 
smallish self-white flower of marble-like texture, absolutely model form and 
faultlessly perfect quality; very broad smooth flat even perianth and well balanced 
medium length crown; short neck and stiff stem, rather slow of increase. A 
connoisseur's flower. Each, 4/—; Dozen, 44/—. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, $6.60 

RATHCAVAN. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). Most lovely flower having broad very smooth 
pure white perianth, the petals having slightly incurved edges, medium small 
frilled pure white cup with dark green eye. 	 Each, 12/—. Each, $1.65 

SHINING WATERS. 1 (Guy L. Wilson). A very large well proportioned pure 
clear self-white first early flower, bred from Niphetos by Zero, broad widespread 
pointed perianth and large crown. Valuable for its extreme earliness. 

Each, 6/—; Dozen, 66/—. Each, 85 cents; Dozen, $9.35 

SLEVEEN. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Guardian by Greenland, ice-white flower 
of very smooth quality. Flat overlapping somewhat star-pointed perianth standing 
at right angles to the medium length crown; tall stiff stem and short neck; free 
bloomer and fast increaser with upright blue-green foliage. 

Each, 12/—. Each, $1.65 

SNOWL1NE. 2 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1953. An immense pure ice-white 
flower of most striking appearance carried on tall strong stem with a short neck. 
Rather rough to be of first-class exhibition quality, but will appeal to those who 
like the very largest flowers, and should eventually be of great value in bold 
decorative schemes. Vigorous plant. 	 Each, 8/—. Each, $1.10 

STAINLESS. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). Last spring we thought this the whitest 
flower among all our seedlings. A well built flower with good broad smooth 
absolutely pure white perianth which is just very slightly reflexed, and shallow 
bowl-shaped crown that is so intensely white that it seems to have a hint of 
blueness—like snow in the shade. Comes consistently good every year. Very 
few to offer. 	 Each, £10, Each, $28.00 

ST. BRENDAN. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). Enormous white flower of fine form bred 
from Niphetos by Kanchenjunga: like a great lily with its immense, broad, white 
perianth and gracefully frilled bell-mouthed crown. Strong plant with good stem 
and foliage. 	 Each, 31—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

TIBET. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Tunis by Askelon. An immense and 
imposing flower that makes a very striking garden plant. Very broad white 
perianth of great substance and well proportioned large much frilled milk-white 
crown. Flower short necked and well posed on a very strong and tall stem. 
Plant of immense vigour. 

Each, 5/—; Dozen, 55/—. Each, 70 cents; Dozen, $7.70 
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DIVISION IIC 

TORNAMONA. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.1-1.5., 1954. Tall stemmed large 
cupped flower-  bred from White Sentinel by a fine white trumpet. Beautiful form 
and quality and absolutely snow-white throughout perianth and crown from first 
opening. 	 Each, 4"-; Dozen, 441, Each, 60 cents; Dozen, $6.60 

TRUTH. 2 (Guy L Wilson). A.M., 	 Superb flower of faultless form. 
balance and finish, purest white throughout. It approaches trumpet measurement. 
having broad, clean cut, perfectly flat smooth perianth standing at right angles to 
the beautifully modelled, evenly flanged crown. The flowers are of satin smooth 
texture and exceptionally firm parchment-like substance, short necked and 
perfectly posed on tall strong stem; very durable. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/-. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, 53.75 

WELL-BORN. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Niphetos by Truth, this is a pure 
self-white flower of faultless quality, substance and velvet smoothness; broad 
pointed perfectly symmetrical perianth and smooth circular-  neatly flanged crown, 
sturdy stem and short neck. 

Each, 316; Dozen, 3B/-, Each, 50 cents; Dozen, 55.50 

WHITE PLUME. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). A tall and elegant flower of distinct 
character, having somewhat reflexing white perianth, and rather goblet-shaped 
frilly white cup. 	 Each, 12/-. Each, $1.65 

ZERO. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). A glorious flower measuring up to 5 inches in 
diameter. Very large broad flat widespread perianth; the beautiful vase-shaped 
crown has a slightly expanding bell mouth; purest icy-white throughout with 
lovely deep green perianth tube; tall strong stern and short neck; superb grown 
in cold greenhouse. 	 Each, 10/-. Each, $1.50 

DIVISION II .D 
Reversed Bicolour 

BI if 	4 (Woifhagen, Tasmania). A.M., Wisley Trials. A curious, most distinct 
and attractive variety, flowers of excellent form, balance and fine substance, 
having pointed, broad, flat perianth and well-proportioned crown. On first 
opening the whole flower is a most pleasant, clear sulphur-lernor, but the crown 
gradually passes to almost pure white. 

Each, 2/-; Dozen, 21/-. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, $3.30 

RUSHLIG HT. 3 (A, Wilson). An exceptional flower of great substance and 
quality with splendid neck and stem; very broad and perfectly fiat perianth, 
lemon shading, almost to white in centre; elegant large trumpet-shaped cup, 
passing to creamy-white with lemon frill. Very good doer and first class exhibition 
flower of great size. Much the finest IID we have seen. Each, £4. Each, $11.20 

SMALL CUPPED NARCISSI 
(Comprising the former Bnrrii and Smoil-Crovvned Leedsii) 

IVISION 111A 
Perianth coloured, corona coloured, not paler than perianth 

BALLYSILLAN. 2-3 (Guy L. Wilson). An early and brilliant small cupped flower 
of fine quality with clear yellow perianth of very smooth, firm texture and 
shallow vivid deep red cup, good stern and neck. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27.'-. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.75 
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DIVISION MA 

C H U NGK I NG. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from the same cross as Indian Summer, 
this is undoubtedly the finest red and yellow small-cupped flower yet sent out, 
and heads the list in the R.H.S. Daffodil Year Book from the years 1946 to 1962 
inclusive as the finest exhibition WA; it has also already won many championships 
at overseas shows. A truly gorgeous and magnificent large, tall-sternmed flower 
of fine quality; having very broad, clear, rich golden perianth and perfectly 
proportioned intense deep vivid red shallow crown, plant of great vigour and 
rapid increase. 	Each, 2/-; Dozen, 211-. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, S3.30 

RUSSET. 5 (Guy L. Filson). immense, tall, strong growing small crowned 
flower, having completely overlapping very smooth primrose perianth of leathery 
thickness and very dark rich eye. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 38/.-. each, 50 cents; Dozen, 55.50 

THERM. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). Broad pointed yellow perianth of good substance; 
shallow cup of very deep and vivid almost ruby-red; very telling for show. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 38/-. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, S5.50 

DIVISION IIIB 
Perianth white, corona coloured 

BALLYCASTLE. 3-4 (W. J. Dunlop). One of the most charming and attractive 
flowers of its type that have yet appeared; broad pure white perianth, shallow 
white crown daintily illuminated by a dainty pinkish orange rim. 

Each, 51-; Dozen, 551-. Each, 70 cents; Dozen, $7.70 

BLAR N EY. 4 (J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., 	1946. One of the most distinct 
and charming of this type yet introduced. Large flower, having firm, satin smooth, 
snow-white perianth and flat salmon-orange crown with a narrow primrose rim. 
A flower of beautiful quality, ideal either for show or decorative purposes; tall, 
strong stem. 	 Each, 2/-; Dozen, 21/Th Each, 30 cents; Dozen, $3.30 

BRAVURA. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). Very large flower of superb quality, having very 
broad perianth of great substance, perfect smoothness and purest poeticus white 
and well-balanced deep vivid orange-scarlet crown; strong vigorous plant. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/-. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, 33.75 

CAPPAROE. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A charming large red and white flower. Broad, 
round, snowy white perianth of good quality, and a flat crinkled eye of deep 
glowing red. Flowers are well posed on tall strong stems, very free of bloom, 
fast increaser and good garden plant_ 	 Each, 1.5/-. Each, $2.10 

CARNALEA 4 (Guy L. Wilson) Bred from Nelly by the same pollen parent as 
Chinese White. Large tall well-posed flower having broad pure white perianth 
and shallow expanded saucer-shaped white crown edged by a well-defined band of 
lemon-gold, thus creating a strikingly lovely luminous effect. Strong plant. 

Each, 2/-; Dozen, 21/-. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, $3.30 

CARN M 00N. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Portrush by Green Island. A Lovely 
and perfect flower of very high quality; very broad circular satin smooth pure 
white perianth of great substance; shallow milk-white crown with green eye and 
a delicate rim of lemon; tall strong stem. 

Each, 7/6. Each, $1.00 

COR N CRAKE. 6 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1955. This is up to date, our 
latest NIB, or red and white Barrii, flowering as it does along with the late poets. 
It is a fine large flower of splendid quality and substance, with broad rounded 
satin smooth pure white perianth and finely frilled perfectly proportioned rich 
orange-red cup; good stem. 

Each, 41-; Dozen, 441-. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, 56.60 
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DIVISION illB 

CREPELLO. 5 (J. L. Richardson). A flower of superb quality bred from Bryher 
by Chinese White. The snow-white perianth segments are round and very flat of 
excellent substance and lovely waxy texture. The small cup is a fascinating 
off-white shade, with a greenish-yellow edge and a cool green in the centre of the 
cup. A lovely show flower; tall and strong. 	 Each, 2.5/—. Each, 53.50 

DREAMLIG HT. 5-6 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. An exquisite flower with 
broad smooth circular perianth of that sparkling snow-white that looks almost 
faintly blue amongst lesser whites; ground colour of eye is white overlaid soft 
pale grey-green, and edged with a sharply-defined rim of deep cerise. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 271—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, 53.85 

ENNISKILLEN. 4-5 (W. J. Dunlop). A brilliant red and white small-cupped 
flower of perfect form and quality, combined with good size; having a broad, 
flat pure white perianth and a glowing deep crimson-red cup. Good stem and 
neck; first class smooth show flower. 

Each, 5/--. Each, 70 cents 

FAIRY TALE. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1955. Bred from Portrush by 
Green Island. A most charming, lovely and very refined flower of superb quality. 
Perfectly smooth rounded white perianth, neat flat very pale citron crown with 
well defined orange band. Tall stem and good neck. 

Each, 91,—. Each, 51.25 

FINGLAS. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). Decorative tall shallow-crowned flower, snow-
white throughout except for a clear sparkling pale gold rim to the edge of the 
crown. 	 Each, 6/—; Dozen, 66/--, Each, 85 cents; Dozen, $9.35 

GALILEE. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Nelly by Chinese White. In its best form 
this is a flower of most lovely quality and delicate exquisite beauty. Large broad 
satin smooth pure white perianth and perfectly proportioned shallow crown, 
which is white with a dainty rim of soft salmon-orange and a green centre. 

Each, 7/6 ; Dozen, 801—. Each, $1.05; Dozen, $11.20 

GLENWHERRY. 4-5 (W. J. Dunlop). Strikingly beautiful large flower of very 
fine colouring having wide perfectly smooth snow-white perianth and nicely 
proportioned crown of solid vivid deep scarlet. Vigorous plant. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

GREY LADY. 5-6 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. A flower of fine substance with 
broad perianth of pure Poeticus white, the flat eye is white overlaid pearly grey, 
with a sharply defined cerise rim. 

Each, 4/—; Dozen, 44/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, 54.95 

HAM ZALI. 3 (D. Blanchard). A.M., R.H.S., 1957. A charmingly refined flower 
with broad rounded pure white perianth and very pale citron fiat crown daintily 
edged by a very narrow rim of bright red; essentially a fine show flower which 
must be cut young to preserve its delicate colouring --very few available. 

Each, 12 /6. Each, $1.75 

Ki NG FIS H ER. 3-4 (J. L. Richardson). Bred from Corofin by Mahmoud. The pure 
white perianth segments are completely round and perfectly flat and of a thick 
waxy texture. The bright yellow eye has a green centre which sets off the sharply 
defined frilled margin of lovely deep cherry-red. 	Each, 20/— Each, 52.80 
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DIVISION EllB 

LOUGH AREEMA. 4-5 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. Most charming and 
dainty little fairy-like flower of jewelled loveliness. Slightly reflexing and waved, 
clearest pure white perianth, small shallow crown of cool viridian-green, shading 
paler towards the rim, which is sharply edged by a narrow band of vivid salmon 
orange. Strong wiry stem. 

Each, 5/—. Each, 70 cents 

MAHMOUD. 4-5 (J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1951. Best flower 
Competitive Classes, R.H.S., April 1949. A show flower of the very highest 
quality, bred from Folly by Sunstar, having very broad, waxy, smooth snow-white 
petals of splendid substance; almost flat crown of bright ruby-red. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

MATAPAN. 3 (J. L. Richardson). A lovely quality show flower of medium size, 
with flat round, beautifully smooth, purest white perianth and a flat crown of 
intense crimson. Valuable as a show flower on account of its earliness for a flower 
of this type. 	 Each, 5/—; Dozen, 55,1—. Each, 70 cents; Dozen, $7.70 

MISTY MOON. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). An exquisite flower, having large, pure 
white perianth and large eye, with grey-white centre and the outer half a halo of 
soft pale salmon-orange. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

PERI DOT. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). Very late medium sized flower of exquisite quality; 
satin smooth milk-white perianth; shallow saucer shaped crown; very pale 
primrose shading to soft green base; good strong stem and neck. 

Each, 40/—. Each, $5.60 

RAMOAN. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A large flower of fine substance and quality 
having broad pure white perianth and perfectly proportioned cool pale citron 
crown which is green in the base and has a striking frill of orange-salmon. This 
is a fine exhibition flower which requires shading and protection when opening 
to preserve its charming delicate colouring. 	 Each, 10/—. Each, $1.40 

REPRIEVE. 6 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Silver Coin by Crimson Braid_ This is 
one of the very last flowers to open, coming along with Frigid and Poeticus 
recurvus. Faultless, very broad, thick, absolutely satin smooth perianth of very 
faintly greenish ivory-white; most lovely small pale primrose-white cup, deep 
soft green in centre and frilled with cool lemon. Extremely vigorous plant with 
tall stem. 	 Each, 3/6; Dozen, 38/.... Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 

SHANTALLOW. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Tryst by Chinese White. This 
is a flower of quite enchanting beauty, having broad, slightly recurving perianth 
of sparkling, poeticus white, and splendid substance and texture. The small 
cup is usually entirely moss-green on the day of opening, but quickly passes to 
faint citron white with a green centre, and a delicate rim of faint lemon-green. 

Each, 75/—. Each, $10.00 

SYLVIA O'NEIL. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). A sister seedling to Chinese White. 
A large flower of most perfect form and fine quality; pure white perianth up to 

inches diameter, composed of rounded segments of great breadth and smooth 
texture; shallow white crown, daintily frilled with pale clear lemon. Free 
bloomer and increaser. 

Each, 3 /6 ; Dozen, 38/—. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, $5.50 
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DIVISION IIIB 
TI NSEL. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A most lovely flower from the same batch of seedlings 
as Sylvia 0' Neill, but a little smaller than that variety. Broad satin-smooth pure 
white perianth, and shallow white crown edged with a rim of bright gold. 

Each, 2/—; Dozen, 21/—. Each, 30 cents; Dozen, $3.30 

WHITE CIRCLE. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). Bred from Tryst by Bryher, flower of superb 
quality, substance and leathery velvet texture; the major and minor segments 
of the white perianth are of such exceptional breadth that each set of 3 petals 
overlaps to such an extent that the flower is an almost completely closed and 
perfect circle; nicely frilled small creamy crown, pale moss-green in the base, 
short neck and stiff strong stem. 	 Each, 45/--. Each, $6.25 

DIVISION HNC 
Perianth white, corona white, not paler than the perianth 

BRYHER. 5-6 (R. V. Favell). 	A really wonderful Silver Coin seedling, having 
very large broad almost completely circular perianth of perfect quality and quite 
small crown, purest ice-white throughout, except for a touch of emerald green 
in the eye. Vigorous plant and very tall stem. 

Each, 4/6; Dozen, 48/—. Each, 65 cents; Dozen, $7.15 

CHINESE WHITE. 3-4 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1949. A.M., R.H.S., 
and Midland Daffodil Society, 1946. Heads the list in the R.H.S. Daffodil Year 
Book Ballot from the years 1946 to 1962 inclusive as the best exhibition white 
small cupped flower. This is a very large flower of quite faultless form and quality; 
absolutely pure white throughout, except for a faint touch of green in the eye. 
Very broad circular satin smooth perianth of great substance, fully 4 inches in 
diameter, and perfectly proportioned shallow fluted saucer crown. A superb 
show flower. 	 Each, 6/—; Dozen, 65/—. Each, 85 cents; Dozen, $9.35 

CUSHENDALL. 5-6 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S. A.M., Haarlem. This is 
one of the best green-eyed flowers we have seen; of faultless form and quality 
and splendid substance, broad smooth circular overlapping perianth of purest 
sparkling poeticus-white; very shallow saucer crown edged with a delicious 
cream-coloured frill, the whole centre being lovely moss-green. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

FOGGY DEW. 4 (Guy L. Wilson). A most beautiful large small-crowned flower 
half sister to Chinese White. Very broad, rounded, much overlapping, large pure 
white perianth of fine substance and quality, smallish frilled white crown, having 
a deep sage-green centre. 	 Each, 7/6. Each, $1.00 

FRIGID. 6 (Guy L. Wilson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1950. A.M., Haarlem, 1949. Probably 
the whitest thing we have yet raised; the most wonderfully lovely end-of-the-
season flower blooming along with the last of the poets; perianth up to 4 inches 
in diameter, composed of beautiful pointed broad segments, smallish, fluted, 
almost flat crown. The flower is of purest ice-white throughout both perianth 
and crown, except for a most lovely vivid emerald eye; quite the coldest looking 
flower we have seen ; good stem and neck. A vase of these placed between two 
vases of late scarlet eyed poets make a picture of startling and ethereal beauty. 

Each, 2/6; Dozen, 27/—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

MOON DANCE. 3 (Guy L. Wilson). A half-sister of Chinese White. Beautiful 
flower; broad circular pure white perianth of fine substance and smoothest 
quality; well-proportioned shallow white crown. Good stem; vigorous and free, 
and earlier than most of this class. 	 Each, 5,/—. Each, 70 cents 

PORTRUSH. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). H.C., Wisley Trials, 1952. A lovely late-
flowering variety, bred from Silver Coin by Crimson Braid. Broad flat, pure white 
perianth of great substance and almost flat, white crown with deep green eye. 
Tail, vigorous plant with good stem very free of bloom and increase; should 
make a good market flower, coming at the end of the season. Has given very 
fine seedlings. 	Each, 3/6; Dozen, 38/—. Each, 50 cents; Dozen, 55.50 
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DIVISION 111.0 
TOBERNAVEEN. 4-5 (Guy L. Wilson). It is bred from a Nelly seedling by 
pollen of Chinese White; this is a very large flower of quite enchanting beauty 
faultless in form and quality. The perianth is an immaculate white and a perfect, 
setting for the extremely flat and well frilled crown, centred by the most lovely 
green eye. This variety is indeed remarkable, being a much-improved Chinese 
White and a perfect first class show flower. 	 Each, £18. Each, $50.00 

DOUBLE NARCISSI 
DIVISION IV 

DOUBLE EVENT. 4-5 (J. L. Richardson). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1956 as a show flower. 
A very round flower, the large segments are intense white and interspersed 
among them in the centre are small segments of soft lemon yellow. Raised from 
Falaise, the pollen parent in this case was Green Island. Robust, tall and a winner 
at the shows. 	 Each, 8/6. Each. $1.20 

FALAISE. 6 (J. L. Richardson). A unique double, raised from Mary Copeland; 
the pollen parent must have been a Poeticus as the petals are of purest white and 
the flower has the true Poeticus-scent. The centre is bright orange-red which 
makes a striking contrast against the rather long very pure white inner petals. 
A lightly built flower well poised on a tall stem, rather late and sets seed freely. 

Each, 6/6. Each, 95 cents 

PE NCREBAR. 2 (Origin unknown). The stock developed from a few bulbs sent 
to Mr. Wilson a good many years ago by the late Capt. Hawker, who gave it the 
name of the oid west country garden in which he found it. It is a most charming 
early dwarf growing fully double sweet scented golden-yellow jonquil; very free 
flowering, bearing one to three flowers on a stem. The small bulbs are of true 
Jonquil character, and the foliage and stems of characteristic rush-leaved type. 
Delightful in pots. 	 Each, 5/—. Each, 70 cents 

ROSE OF MAY. 6 (Guy L. Wilson). A.M., R.H.S., 1957. A beautiful double 
white Poeticus that flowers considerably earlier than the old double Poeticus, 
thus, supplying a long felt want. Sweet scented, free of bloom and increase. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33I—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, 54.95 

SWANSDOWN. 4 (Brodie of Brodie). P.C., R.H.S. This beautiful double is 
entirely distinct from any other, large milk-white flower of fine substance with 
very broad circular overlapping outer segments and a double centre of white 
feathery looking petals. It is carried on a stiff stem and will doubtless in time be 
of great market value. 

Each, 10/—; Dozen, 110/—. Each, $1.40; Dozen, $15.40 

Collections of Daffodils and Narcissi 
SPECIAL. COLLECTIONS OF DAFFODILS FOR EXHIBITION 

In these collections we include the most reliable varieties from the most important 
Divisions. We feel sure that intending purchasers will be very pleased with our 
selections as they are splendid value. 

36 Bulbs, 3 each of 12 Exhibition varieties, 46. $16.80 

Collections for bowls, pots and early forcing. Customers may rely upon 
receiving the right varieties, as we take particular care to select suitable sorts for 
indoor culture. 

24 Bulbs, 6 each of 4 varieties, our selection, 65/—. $9.00 
48 Bulbs, 6 each of 8 varieties, our selection, 120/—. $16.80 
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TRIANDRUS NARCISSI 
DIVISION V 

RIPPLINGWATERS. 
3 (Burr). F.C.C. Wisley, 
A very delicate variety 
in this section, produc-
ing three to four, 
slightly reflexing, icy-
white flowers on a 
slender but strong stem. 
A lovely addition for 
the rock garden and 
extremely fine for cut 
flowers. 	Each, 4/—. 

Each, 60 cents 

SILVER CHIMES. 4-5 
(Martin). A remarkable 
variety of great beauty 
and richness, having 
stiff dark olive-green 
foliage and strong stem 
carrying nine or-  more 
beautifully, smal I formed 
hanging flowers with 
glistening white peri-
anth and creamy-lemon 
cups, a fine garden plant 
and very lovely to grow 
in pots or pans. A 
certain prize winner in 
Single Bloom Classes. 

Dozen, 16/—. 
Dozen, S2.75 

CHARlTY MAY, see below 

FIAWERA. Div. V B. 3 (Dr. W. M. Thomson). A very rare and most charming 
little trianclrus hybrid; the flowers are dainty with bell-shaped cup and reflexed 
petals of a soft creamy yellow and borne two to three on a stem. Height 8 inches, 
A real little gem for the rock garden. 

Each, 3/6; Dozen, 38/—. Each, 59 cents; Dozen, 55.50 

CYCLAMINEUS NARCISSI 
DIVISION VI 

CHARITY MAY. Div. VI A. 2 (C.. F. Coleman). A.M., R.H.S,, 1948 as a show 
flower: F.C.C., R.H.S., Wisley Trials, 1955. One of the best of Mr. Coleman's 
much admired series of Cyciarnineus hybrids, bred from Mity/ene by Cyclommeus. 
This is a most charming and graceful flower of lovely quality and soft clear self yellow; 
broad overlapping much reflexed perianth segments cupwaisted, with frilled and 
slightly expanded mouth. Height, 12-15 inches; fine long lasting garden flowery in-
creases freely. It also makes a charming and most durable pot plant. 

Each, 2j6; Dozen, 27I—. Each, 35 cents; Dozen, $3.85 

JENNY. Div. VI A. 3 (C. F. Coleman). F.C.C., R.H.S., 1950. Perhaps the 
daintiest of Mr. Coleman's charming cyclamineus hybrids. The gracefully reflexing 
perianth is pure white and the slender crown is pale primrose while if grown 
under grass, the whole flower passes to white when it is extremely beautiful—
stiff wiry stems, increases more slowly than some of its sisters. 

Each, 10/6. Each, 130 
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JONQUILLA NARCISSI 

DIVISION VI IB 
CHERIE. 3 (W. F. Mitchell). A most unusual and charming hybrid raised by 
Mr. W. F. Mitchell, of Leak Wootton, Warwickshire. Perianth ivory-white, cup 
distinctly flushed pale shell-pink. From one to three smallish flowers on each 
stem. Charming in pots. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

TITTLE-TATTLE. 5 (C. R. Wootton). A really charming late flowering shallow 
crowned Jonquil hybrid bearing 2 to 3 smallish flowers on each stem; perianth 
clear yellow, crown slightly golden-orange in tone: free of bloom and increase; 
a dainty and most attractive flower for cutting. 

Each, 3/—; Dozen, 33/—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, 54.95 

POETICUS NARCISSI 

DIVISION I 
CANTABILE. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). I think this is the most lovely Poet I have seen; 
sparkling frosty-white perianth of perfect form; the prevailing colour of the large 
eye is deep green rimmed with deep red; should be cut when newly opened to 
preserve its colour; developed under these conditions it is a thing of jewel-like 
beauty. 	 Each, 3/—; Dozen, 331—. Each, 45 cents; Dozen, $4.95 

SHANACH. 5 (Guy L. Wilson). A magnificent seedling from Dactyl. Large 
flower with broad, flat, circular snow-white perianth of exceptionally smooth, 
durable, texture and fine bold citron-yellow eye, clearly rimmed with red. The 
perianth keeps perfectly flat, and the flower is very lasting, keeping its colour on 
the plant better than most Poets. Fine stem and good neck. 

Each, 4/—; Dozen, 44/—. Each, 60 cents; Dozen, 56.60 

SMYRNA. 4-5 (Brodie of Brodie). A.M., R.H.S. A magnificent exhibition flower 
with circular pure white perianth of great breadth, beautiful quality and thick 
substance, and solid brilliant deep orange-scarlet eye, tall strong stem. About 
the earliest of the Poets. 

Each, 7/6. Each, $1.03 

MIXED SEEDLINGS 
When the seedlings flower, only a very small percentage are selected to 

grow on for further trial. The remainder are sold mixed, as lifted from the 
seedling beds. Many fine flowers will be found amongst them. Only a limited 
quantity available. 	 Per 100, 90/—. Per 100, $12.60 
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HINTS ON DAFFODIL GROWING FOR EXHIBITORS 

In choosing a site for choice daffodils, it should of course be borne in mind that the land must 
be well drained, as soil that is waterlogged or sour will not grow good bulbs. Any foam that is 
well drained, and moist and cool a few inches down, from very sandy to quite stiff clay will grow 
good daffodils. A position open to the sun should be chosen, and if it has shelter from prevailing 
winds, such as is provided by belts of trees that are not sufficiently near to allow of their roots 
robbing the soil too much, it is a very great advantage. 

Given good bulbs, the main factor in growing fine daffodils is thorough and deep cultivation 
of the soil. My own method of getting ground into condition for bulbs is to grow a crop of vegetables 
on it the season before it is intended to plant the bulbs. If the soil is at all inclined to be sour and 
it is thought necessary to give it a dressing of lime, a light dressing should be applied when in 
preparation for the vegetable crop. When the vegetables are lifted and the ground cleared in 
autumn, the soil is thrown up into high ridges, the bottom of the trenches between the ridges 
being forked over as deeply as possible : after the wettest winter weather is over, usually in March, 
the ridges are split and thrown up again where the trenches formerly were, the trenches between 
these new ridges being in turn deeply forked over : this exposes the soil to the utmost possible 
extent to the beneficial action of frost, sun and air ; in the early summer the 'Diet can be levelled 
down and forked over ; the forking can be repeated with benefit if time permits. A fortnight or 
three weeks before the bulbs are planted, beds can be marked out, made up, and left to settle. 
4 feet or 4 feet 6 inches is a convenient width for the beds with 18-inch paths between. 

it is advisable to plant bulbs not later than the middle of October. The farmyard manure 
applied when planting the vegetable crop will, unless the soil is very poor indeed, provide ample 
feeding for the bulbs, to which the application of fresh farmyard manure is dangerous ; if a little extra 
feeding is thought desirable when the bulbs are in their second season, nothing is safer than a 
sprinkling of bone meal, fine ground, or steamed bone flour, about 3 ounces per square yard lightly 
forked in in the autumn or in February, and if wood ashes are obtainable, or such ash as results 
from burning hedge or shrub trimmings, a light dressing is very beneficial. 

I am sometimes asked how deep the bulbs should be planted : they vary very greatly in size 
so perhaps the best guide is to cover them with roughly one and a half times their own depth of 
soil above their noses, i.e., measuring the bulbs from their bases to their noses. In very light soils 
they may be planted slightly deeper and probably the same would apply in climates where there are 
high summer temperatures. 

Keep the ground dear of weeds, and once growth is well through early in the year, constant 
surface cultivation, when the beds are not too wet to work on, is of great importance and benefit. 

If your ground is at all exposed, it is advisable to provide additional shelter by means of securely 
fixed hop screening, or hurdles, as it is essential that flowers for exhibition should be clean and 
in perfect condition. Should the weather be severe when the daffodils are flowering, with hail 
squalls for example, an occurrence unfortunately by no means rare in April, special blooms may 
be protected by means of suitable bell glasses or small frame lights ; various devices will suggest 
themselves to the enthusiastic exhibitor. 

As the show date approaches, the flowers should be watched carefully, and if severe weather 
threatens, they may be cut several days or a week beforehand ; in any event, they ought to stand 
in water at least 24 hours before packing. Take care to cut with as tong stems as possible, and 
stand at once in jars of clear rainwater in an unheated arid well-ventilated room. Half-open young 
flowers can of course be given a slightly warmer temperature, being placed say under the shelf 
in a cool greenhouse where they will develop beautifully ; even tight buds may be coaxed out by 
a little judicious coddling. Nothing is more fascinating than getting one's flowers into perfect 
condition for showing ; it is an art in which close observation and experience are the best teachers ; 
every season presents one with new problems arising from varying conditions of weather and 
earliness or lateness of bloom ; it is thus never a tiresome, but always an entrancing and enthralling 
business, which brings one infallibly back to the ardent and all-absorbing enthusiasm of youth. 

If the finest possible flowers are required for show purposes, it is advisable to lift and divide 
the bulbs every second season. Lifting should be done immediately the bulbs are ripe, that is, 
just when the foliage has turned yellow and will come away from the bulbs easily with a slight 
pluck ; they should not be left longer, as rains may induce fresh root action, after which lifting 
would inflict a severe check. The time of ripening varies with locality, season and variety, but 
occurs roughly in the last weeks of June and early July ; some few varieties keep their foliage green 
very late, and must be lifted before it quite dies down : it is better to lift a little too early than 
too late. 

The bulbs should be spread to dry in suitable trays in an airy shed ; they should be cleaned 
and sorted when sufficiently dry, and replanted on a fresh plot which has been prepared for their 
reception as already described. Other crops should be grown for two or three seasons on the 
first plot to provide rotation, after which bulbs may be safely grown there again ; such rotation 
is very easily arranged in the kitchen garden. 

The foregoing directions are given for those who wish to produce the finest possible blooms 
for exhibition ; but it may be added that, for those who require their daffodils for garden decoration 
and cutting thoroughly satisfactory results can be obtained by planting the bulbs in clumps and groups 
in well-cultivated borders or beds, and leaving them undisturbed for several years ; after all the 
daffodil is one of the very hardiest, most accommodating and easy to grow of all plants. 
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